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Abstract

Chaotic transport is related to the complex dynamical evolution of chaotic trajecto-
ries in Hamiltonian systems, which models various physical processes. In magnetically
confined plasma, it is possible to qualitatively describe the configuration of the magnetic
field via the phase space of suitable symplectic maps. These phase spaces are of mixed
type, where chaos coexists with regular motion, and the complete understanding of the
chaotic transport is a challenge that, when overcome, may provide further knowledge into
the behaviour of confined fusion plasma. In this research, we focus our investigation on
the properties of chaotic transport in mixed phase spaces of two symplectic maps that
model the magnetic field lines of tokamaks under distinct configurations. The single-null
divertor map, or Boozer map, models the field lines of tokamaks with poloidal divertors.
The ergodic magnetic limiter map, or Ullmann map, models the magnetic configuration of
tokamaks assembled with ergodic magnetic limiters. We propose two numerical methods
developed to study and illustrate the differences between the transient behaviour of open
field lines in both models while considering induced magnetic configurations that either
enhance or restrain the escaping field lines. The first analysis shows that the spatial or-
ganisation of invariant manifolds creates fitting transport channels for the open field lines,
influencing the average dynamical evolution in the selected magnetic configurations. The
second identifies trajectories that widely differ from the average chaotic behaviour, specifi-
cally detecting the stickiness phenomenon, which can be related to additional confinement
regions in the nearest surroundings of magnetic islands in the plasma edge. These analy-
ses may, ultimately, assist in selecting optimal experimental parameters to achieve specific
goals in tokamak discharges.

Keywords: Hamiltonian systems; Chaos; Tokamak.





Resumo

O transporte caótico é relacionado à evolução dinâmica de trajetórias caóticas em sis-
temas hamiltonianos, os quais modelam vários processos físicos. Em plasmas confinados
magneticamente, é possível descrever qualitativamente a configuração do campo mag-
nético através de espaços de fase de mapas simpléticos adequados. Esses espaços de fase
são do tipo misto, onde o caos coexiste com o movimento regular, e o entendimento com-
pleto do transporte caótico é um desafio que, quando superado, pode fornecer uma maior
compreensão sobre o comportamento de plasmas de fusão confinados. Nesta pesquisa,
focamos nossa investigação nas propriedades de transporte caótico em espaços de fase
misto de dois mapas simpléticos que modelam as linhas de campo magnético de toka-
maks sob configurações distintas. O mapa de desviador single-null, ou mapa de Boozer,
modela as linhas de campo de tokamaks com desviadores poloidais. O mapa do limitador
magnético ergódico, ou mapa de Ullmann, modela a configuração magnética de tokamaks
equipados com limitadores magnéticos ergódicos. Propomos dois métodos numéricos de-
senvolvidos para estudar e ilustrar as diferenças entre o comportamento transitório das
linhas abertas de campo em ambos os modelos, considerando configurações magnéticas
induzidas que aumentam ou restringem a escape das linhas de campo. A primeira análise
mostra que a organização espacial das variedades invariantes cria canais de transporte
para as linhas abertas de campo, influenciando a evolução dinâmica geral nas configu-
rações magnéticas selecionadas. O segundo identifica trajetórias que diferem amplamente
do comportamento caótico geral, detectando especificamente os fenômenos de stickiness,
que podem estar relacionados à novas regiões de confinamento entre a vizinhança das
ilhas magnéticas na borda do plasma. Essas análises podem, em última análise, auxiliar
na seleção de parâmetros experimentais apropriados para atingir objetivos específicos em
descargas de tokamaks.

Palavras-chave: Sistemas hamiltonianos; Caos; Tokamak.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The study of dynamics improves our comprehension of natural phenomena. Ranging
from the movement of celestial bodies to the behaviour of particles at the atomic level,
dynamics appear everywhere since we are far from the stillness of absolute zero. In
this sense, movement is a fundamental aspect of nature that can help us understand
the underlying principles that govern everything. By investigating the various forms of
dynamics, we can deepen our knowledge of the systems that make up the world around
us.

In physics, we adopt the concept of dynamical systems from mathematics to describe
the evolution of any given system over time [1, 2]. Dynamical equations often provide
a suitable mathematical framework for understanding the relations between the spatial
displacement of any moving entity and its time evolution. Depending on the system
under consideration, these equations can take various forms. When investigating complex
systems such as the weather [3,4], the human brain [5,6], and ecosystems [7,8], dynamical
models often require non-linear approaches to deal with unexpected outcomes.

In contrast to linear systems, which exhibit an expected response to external stimuli,
non-linear systems can display unexpected dynamical behaviour. These systems are often
characterised by intricate feedback mechanisms, where small changes in one part can
cause significant changes in the overall system’s evolution. This notion is inherently
related to chaos theory, an interdisciplinary area of scientific study focused on underlying
patterns and deterministic laws of dynamical systems that are highly sensitive to initial
conditions [9–12].

Chaotic dynamics, from the classical mechanics’ point of view, is closely connected to
Hamiltonian systems, an important class of dynamical systems. Near-integrable Hamil-
tonian systems, in particular, can exhibit rich dynamical scenarios with the coexistence
of periodic and chaotic motion [13]. The Hamiltonian description appropriately describes
different problems in several fields of physics. Examples include celestial mechanics, in-
vestigating the motion of natural satellites around planets [14]; Fluid dynamics, mod-
elling mixing and transport of fluids [15]; Acoustic and optics applications, computing
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18 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

trajectories of propagating waves [16] and; Plasma physics, modelling the configuration
of magnetic field lines for the magnetic confinement of fusion plasma [17]. The volume-
preserving property of Hamiltonian systems is one of their most essential features, making
them suitable for this wide range of applications.

In particular cases of interest, many near-integrable Hamiltonian systems can be re-
duced to non-linear area-preserving maps that, in specific setups, are classified as symplec-
tic maps [18]. Essentially, symplectic maps can emulate the general dynamical behaviour
of higher dimensional dynamical systems via discrete mapping functions that relate vari-
ables at future states to their past ones. These iterative relations are most suitable for
numerical algorithms and simulations. In this study, we numerically explore different fea-
tures of non-linear and chaotic dynamics provided by symplectic maps that models weakly
perturbed Hamiltonian systems, specifically in the application context of magnetic con-
finement of fusion plasma.

Fusion is the process of merging two or more atomic nuclei to form a heavier nucleus,
releasing a tremendous amount of energy in the process. Plasma fusion occurs when
atomic nuclei are heated to extremely high temperatures, causing them to ionise forming
plasma and, in this state, the positively charged nuclei can overcome their natural repul-
sion and come close enough to undergo fusion reactions. These reactions power the sun
and other stars in the universe. Scientists and engineers have been working to harness this
energy on Earth since the 30s [19,20], as it has the potential to provide a virtually limitless
source of clean and sustainable power. Fusion can change the world’s energy paradigm,
offering a safe, abundant, and environmentally friendly alternative to traditional sources.
Despite the challenges associated with achieving sustainable fusion energy, research and
development efforts are ongoing, and significant progress has been made towards realising
the goal of fusion power [21–24]. One of the most promising approaches to plasma fusion
is known as magnetic confinement fusion, which involves the use of strong magnetic fields
to confine and heats the plasma. A classical example of a machine designed to handle
this problem is the tokamak.

The tokamak, transliteration from the Russian acronym for "Toroidal Chamber with
Magnetic Coils", is one of the most promising machines of magnetically confined plasma
to achieve thermonuclear fusion [25–27]. In essence, a tokamak is a toroidal metallic
chamber, immersed in a suitable configuration of magnetic fields. Those fields are intended
to confine the charged particles of ionised gas at high temperatures inside the chamber. To
efficiently produce energy, important problems are still under investigation, expected to
have further definitive results over the next few years in experiences on the ITER [27–29]
tokamak, an international project for the most ambitious and expensive machine in human
history.

In modern tokamaks, like ITER, a well-investigated subject for controlling the mag-
netic confinement is the topology of the magnetic field lines [30–32], so-called magnetic
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configuration of the system. This configuration is constantly perturbed by natural or
induced oscillations to control the plasma [33]. In the plasma core, located at the centre
of the tokamak, magnetic field lines form toroidal magnetic surfaces that are stable for
the duration of a typical discharge. However, in the plasma edge located near the inner
wall of the tokamak chamber, resonant magnetic perturbations may break those stable
surfaces forming unstable regions with open field lines that can escape the confinement,
dragging particles from the plasma towards the inner wall of the tokamak chamber. This
process, when not controlled, may damage the machine.

Through the lens of nonlinear dynamics, open magnetic field lines are closely related
to chaotic orbits [34, 35] wandering through the chaotic portion of the system’s phase
space. The former is a mathematical space in which all possible states of a system are
represented. In this sense, modelling magnetic field lines via Hamiltonian maps is to
investigate magnetic configurations given by the phase spaces of the models. Moreover,
open field lines in tokamaks can be controlled by applying external electric currents or
magnetic devices that alter the configuration on the plasma edge, altering the phase spaces
of the models as well.

Experimental evidence [36, 37] and theoretical models [38, 39] suggest that control-
ling the open magnetic field lines is one of the key factors for managing the transport of
particles at the plasma edge. This transport is considered to be anomalous [40, 41] be-
cause it deviates from the expectations of normal diffusion. Investigating the anomalous
transport through phase space analysis of the field line maps is a theoretical/numerical
approach that may provide insight into the confined plasma behaviour and plasma-wall
interactions [42,43].

In this research, we focus on understanding aspects of chaotic transport, i. e. how
is the dynamical behaviour of open field lines, or chaotic trajectories, considering their
evolution before escaping the system. For that, we conduct thorough numerical investiga-
tions of mixed phase spaces in symplectic maps that model tokamaks under two distinct
perturbation regimes, or different magnetic configurations caused by the introduction of
external devices. Essentially, by enhancing our comprehension of these transient dynam-
ical behaviours, we may, ultimately, assist in selecting optimal experimental parameters
to achieve specific goals in tokamak discharges.

The selected symplectic maps are the single-null divertor map, also known as Boozer
map [44], which models the configuration of the magnetic field in tokamaks with poloidal
divertors, and the ergodic magnetic limiter map, or Ullmann map [45], that models the
magnetic field lines of tokamaks assembled with ergodic magnetic limiters. We propose
a methodology, based on the rate of escaping field lines, that defines appropriate values
for the perturbation strengths to either enhance or restrict the escape in both systems.
With that, we employ two different numerical methods to investigate and illustrate the
intrinsic differences between the magnetic configurations that enhance or restrict escaping
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field lines.
Finally, the numerical methods developed to assist our understanding of specific prop-

erties of chaotic transport in the field lines maps are based on analyses of transient motion
and recurrences. First, we show that the transient dynamical behaviour of open field lines,
experienced by chaotic trajectories before escaping the systems, is constantly influenced
by the spatial organisation of invariant manifolds [46] in the models’ mixed phase spaces.
The intertwined manifolds create and destroy transport channels associated with the en-
hancement or restriction of escaping field lines. Furthermore, we show a recurrence-based
detection for the stickiness phenomenon [47] experienced by chaotic trajectories. This
detection allows us to identify field lines that widely differ from the general behaviour,
suggesting the existence of additional temporal confinement regions in the nearest sur-
roundings of magnetic islands in the plasma edge.

This thesis is organised as follows. In Chapter 2, we review and introduce the main
concepts of Hamiltonian systems that are relevant to our work, discussing chaotic dynam-
ics and features of chaotic transport using a well-studied pragmatic example of symplectic
maps. In Chapter 3, we present and discuss in detail the selected models to study toka-
maks under two different magnetic perturbations. We also explain a methodology, based
on the rate of escaping field lines, that defines appropriate values for the perturbation
strengths used throughout our numerical analyses. Chapters 4 and 5 present, therefore,
our methods designed to investigate the aforementioned features of chaotic transport,
namely the dynamical influence of invariant manifolds and the stickiness phenomenon.
Finally, in Chapter 6, we draw the conclusions regarding our investigations, presenting
also a compilation of our scientific productions, including the manuscripts and the open
source code that resulted from this research.



Chapter 2

Hamiltonian systems and Chaos

The second Maxwell’s equation ∇·B = 0, based on Gauss’s law for magnetism, essen-
tially allows a Hamiltonian description for the magnetic field. In this chapter, we review
some fundamental concepts in Hamiltonian systems, focusing on symplectic maps and
their application in modelling magnetic field lines. Then, we briefly discuss integrability
and the rise of chaotic dynamics in near-integrable Hamiltonian systems.

After the initial review, we further explain important concepts for our investigations
throughout this thesis such as phase space analysis, initial condition sensitivity of chaotic
trajectories and the important notion of chaotic transport, all considering a pragmatic
example of symplectic non-linear maps: The Chirikov standard map.

2.1 Hamiltonian dynamics

A dynamical system that can be characterised by a scalar function H(q,p), known as
the Hamiltonian, is classified as a Hamiltonian system [1]. The system’s state is specified
by its generalised momentum p and position q, where both are real-valued vectors with
the same dimension N . Hamilton’s equations determine p(t) and q(t) by the following

ṗ = −∂H
∂q

, q̇ =
∂H
∂p

. (2.1)

The evolving states over time trace paths (or flows) commonly known as trajectories (or
orbits) in a 2N -dimensional phase space. In that sense, the phase space is a mathematical
space in which all possible states of a system are represented.

A noteworthy outcome of Hamilton’s Eqs. (2.1) is that all Hamiltonian flows preserve
volume in phase space, as per the well-known Liouville’s theorem [10]. This property
ensures that phase space volumes are incompressible and that the system lacks attractors,
a fundamental condition for modelling magnetic field lines.

In addition to the volume-preserving property, Hamiltonian systems also preserve a
loop action, or Poincaré’s invariant [48]. This fact is used in the construction of Poincaré

21
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sections, where the dynamics of a N -dimensional continuous-time system can be emulated
by a (N−1)-dimensional conjugate system. In that sense, it is fair to assume the existence
of a special kind of transformation T that is, by construction, discrete in time intervals and
responsible to map a point x in the Poincaré section at time t = n to its next iteration at
t = n+1. Hence, one defines a discrete dynamical system given by the following mapping
function

xn+1 = T(xn) . (2.2)

It is possible to show [49] that the preservation of the loop action implies that a map
constructed for any Hamiltonian flow is defined as a symplectic map. In practical terms for
us, symplectic maps possess two important features namely (i) they can be derived from
a suitable generating function and; (ii) the area/volume-preserving property is ensured
with the determinant of the Jacobian matrix equals unity.

To aid the comprehension of these concepts let us consider a practical example involv-
ing magnetic field lines. This example introduces another key dynamical invariant known
as the rotation number which is fundamentally linked to a crucial quantity for tokamaks
known as the safety factor.

Magnetic field in Tokamaks

In general terms, magnetic field lines are parallel curves, at any point in space, to a
given arbitrary magnetic field B, condition written in terms of the line element dl as

B× dl = 0 . (2.3)

Considering initially B and dl in a cylindrical coordinate system (r, θ, z) it follows

dr

Br

=
rdθ

Bθ

=
dz

Bz

, (2.4)

which we rewrite in the form

dr

dz
=
Br(r, θ, z)

Bz(r, θ, z)
,

dθ

dz
=
Bθ(r, θ, z)

Bz(r, θ, z)
. (2.5)

Assuming now that we are interested in problems with a certain axial symmetry, it is
possible to find an exact integral of movement H = H(r, θ, z) that defines a family of
surfaces z = z(r, θ,H) called magnetic surfaces on which all magnetic field lines lay
in. It can also be demonstrated that by imposing the integral H, typically defined as
magnetic flux, the system of Eqs. (2.5) can be reformulated in the Hamiltonian form,
with the variable z taking on the role of time. This is particularly better visualised
on toroidal coordinates (r, θ, ϕ) that suitably describe the tokamak system, where the
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azimuthal coordinate ϕ, periodic in 2π, can now play the role of time.

Indeed, relations described in Eq. (2.5) allow the calculation of the path followed by
a magnetic field line considering an arbitrary magnetic field B via integration. Since z
(or ϕ) corresponds to a canonical time variable, the configuration of magnetic field lines
in a tokamak can be represented via return maps ; The trajectories are obtained through
continuous analysis, but we restrict to the values of their coordinates only when they
return to a defined region, thereby fixing one variable. This procedure is similar to the
construction of the aforementioned Poincaré sections where the dynamics are constrained
in tori. Figure 2.1 displays a representation of this procedure.

Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of mapping process for the magnetic field lines in a
tokamak. The red curve represents one field line in a toroidal turn crossing the poloidal section at
constant ϕ (in grey) in two distinct positions and moments. Both radial and poloidal coordinates
(r, θ) are also drawn over the poloidal section.

A return map over the periodic coordinate ϕ consists essentially of a Poincaré map [50]
over section ϕ = c to ϕ = c+2nπ, where c is a constant and n ∈ Z+, defining what is also
known as a stroboscopic map. The pair (rn, θn) denotes the coordinates over the defined
poloidal section at time t = n, i. e. coordinates of the n-th intersection between a followed
field line and the poloidal surface. Then, there exists an analytical transformation T that
relates the position of the trajectory at future time (n+ 1) to its past position at time n
as follows

(rn+1, θn+1) = T (rn, θn) , (2.6)

defining a map for all intersection points of field lines with the poloidal surface, once
provided with an initial value (r0, θ0) referred to as initial condition (IC). Furthermore,
the map is a recursive rule that is easily implemented in numerical simulations.
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Equilibrium configuration B0

Let us now consider a typical equilibrium magnetic configuration in a tokamak, essen-
tially given by the following setup: Strong magnetic coils are assembled over the plasma
chamber producing the toroidal magnetic field B0

ϕ = B0; A toroidal electric current, known
as the plasma current, is induced by non-static electric fields, giving rise to a poloidal mag-
netic field B0

θ = B0
θ (r) that can be obtained via Ampere’s law while considering a suitable

electric current density function for typical tokamak discharges; The radial component of
the magnetic field Br = 0 is said to be null. The superposition of these components forms
the typical magnetic configuration at equilibrium B0 = (B0

r = 0, B0
θ = B0

θ (r), B
0
ϕ = B0).

In this case, the field lines equations shown in Eqs. (2.4) are written as

dr

dϕ
= 0 ,

dθ

dϕ
=
R0B

0
θ (r)

rB0
ϕ

,
(2.7)

where R0 is the tokamak’s larger radius.
Here we introduce an important concept from the dynamical systems theory known

as the rotation number ι. Intuitively, the rotation number is the average angular rotation
of a given orbit, that in our case can be defined as

ι ≡
〈
dθ

dϕ

〉
=

1

2π

∫ 2π

0

(
dθ

dϕ

)
dϕ′ , (2.8)

consisting, thereby, of the average poloidal displacement over toroidal turns. The normal-
isation factor 1/2π makes complete turns equal unity.

Rewriting Eq. (2.7) in terms of ι follows that

dr

dϕ
= 0 ,

dθ

dϕ
=
R0B

0
θ (r)

rB0
ϕ

= ι(r) ,
(2.9)

which integrating from ϕ = c to ϕ = c+2nπ, where c is constant and n ∈ Z+ i. e. between
successive intersections with the poloidal section, is equivalent to the mapping T 0 given
by the following dynamical equations

T 0 :

{
rn+1 = rn

θn+1 = θn + 2πι(rn+1) mod (2π)
. (2.10)

The equilibrium map presented in Eq. (2.10) is, by construction, a symplectic map.
Hence, let us confirm the aforementioned features (i) and (ii):

(i) Let G0(rn+1, θn) be a second-order generating function as follows
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G(rn+1, θn) = rn+1θn + 2π

∫ rn+1

0

ι(r′)dr′ . (2.11)

The map should be derived from it by the relations

rn =
∂G

∂θn
, θn+1 =

∂G

∂rn+1

; (2.12)

(ii) Let JT 0 be the Jacobian matrix of the map as follows

JT 0 =

∂rn+1

∂rn

∂rn+1

∂θn
∂θn+1

∂rn

∂θn+1

∂θn

 =

 1 0

2π
∂ι(rn+1)

∂rn
1

 .

The determinant det(JT 0) should be equal unity.

These features assured, the map T 0 is, indeed, a symplectic map.

Safety factor

The aforementioned concept of rotation number is strictly connected to the safety
factor q = q(r), an important quantity that essentially measures the pitch of the heli-
cal magnetic field lines in tokamaks. At equilibrium configuration q(r) = q0(r) can be
calculated considering Eqs. (2.7) as

q0(r) =
rB0

ϕ

R0B0
θ (r)

. (2.13)

Note that it is, thereby, the inverse of the rotation number ι = 1/q. This means that the
safety factor may be interpreted as the ratio between the number of toroidal cycles to the
poloidal ones for any field line on a given magnetic surface. Hence, a magnetic surface
possesses a given value of q = a/b. If the ratio a/b is a rational number, a, b ∈ N and
a field line that lay on this surface closes on itself after a toroidal turns and b poloidal
turns. In this case, a and b are said to be commensurable.

However, there will be the case where the ratio a/b assumes irrational values, meaning
that the field line on the corresponding surface will never be able to close itself, densely
filling said surface. This is the case when we have an incommensurable number of toroidal
and poloidal cycles.

Therefore, on one hand, we have rational magnetic surfaces constructed by wrapping
periodic field lines. On the other, we have irrational surfaces where one single magnetic
field line fills the entire region. Indeed, when we consider natural or forced-induced
magnetic perturbations to the system, rational magnetic surfaces can be destroyed and,
consequently, the phase space can be layered by chaotic regions. To study that, we briefly
discuss non-integrable Hamiltonian systems and the KAM theory as follows.
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Integrability

In dynamical systems theory, integrability is a well-studied property with various
notions that fit different settings to distinct problems [51]. Here we sternly restrain
this concept to the idea of an explicit determination of solutions considering specific
Hamiltonian systems that can be written in terms of action-angle variables H = H(I,θ).
In this special case, the Hamiltonian depends only upon the actions H = H(I) and the
equations of motion shown in Eq. (2.1) become as simple as

İ = 0 , θ̇ = Ω(I), (2.14)

where Ω can be understood as natural frequency vector; Solutions are θ-angle trajectories
moving along the invariant torus at I = I0 with fixed frequency Ω. This simple setup is
an example of an integrable Hamiltonian system.

Now, as a convenient example, let us consider a two-dimensional dynamical system
given by the following Hamiltonian

H(I1, I2, θ1, θ2) = H0(I1, I2) + ϵH1(I1, I2, θ1, θ2) , (2.15)

where Ii and θi, i = 1, 2 represents the action and angle variables respectively. Here, H0

corresponds to the integrable part and, conversely H1 is related to a non-integrable part
that is controlled through the parameter ϵ, often referred to as the control parameter.

It is also worth mentioning that, similar to what was presented in Eq. (2.14), solutions
of Eq. (2.15) for ϵ ̸= 0 possess two natural frequencies Ω0 and Ω1. Depending on the
ratio Ω0/Ω1 of these frequencies, the system may present resonances that modify the
phase space configuration, interfering also with the trajectories’ stability. In addition, the
number of resonances that can be created on the phase space depends on the value of the
control parameter ϵ [52].

Furthermore, since Eq. (2.15) is an autonomous Hamiltonian i. e. does not explicitly
depends on time, the energy of the system is constant and we reduce one of the four
(I1, I2, θ1, θ2) in terms of it. Therefore, the system is now described by three variables that
may possess solutions in the three-dimensional space intercepting an arbitrary Poincaré
section at θ2 constant for instance. It follows that the Hamiltonian flux can be mapped
by a return map over the section at the plane I1 × θ1 with θ2 constant.

In that sense, a generic mapping T ϵ is proposed to map the points of these trajecto-
ries while crossing the aforementioned section. T ϵ is written by the following dynamical
equations

T ϵ :

{
In+1 = In + ϵf(θn, In+1)

θn+1 = θn + h(In+1) + ϵl(θn, In+1)
, (2.16)

where f = f(θn, In+1), h = h(In+1) and l = l(θn, In+1) are adjustable functions. Indeed,
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with suitable change of coordinates and a specific function h(In+1) it is possible to show
that, for ϵ = 0, the generic map on Eq. (2.16) is reduced to T 0 previously show in
Eq. (2.10). For ϵ ̸= 0, Eq. (2.16) describes a family of Hamiltonian mappings [52] found
throughout the literature on non-linear and chaotic dynamics. Moreover, since we reduced
a Hamiltonian flow to a map T ϵ, we can verify the area-preserving property via det(JT ϵ),
imposing the following relation

∂l(θn, In+1)

∂θn
+
∂f(θn, In+1)

∂In+1

= 0 . (2.17)

In practical terms, the Hamiltonian system from Eq. (2.15) and, consequently the map
in Eq. (2.16) are integrable systems if ϵ = 0, and non-integrable if ϵ ̸= 0. Interestingly,
the case 0 < ϵ ≪ 1 gives rise to near-integragle Hamiltonian systems, or also referred
to as weakly perturbed Hamiltonian systems, an important class of system that are the
subject of the KAM theory [53].

For our intents and purposes, the KAM theory states that a small volume-preserving
perturbation applied to an integrable Hamiltonian system would still preserve a finite
fraction of regular trajectories conforming to defined KAM tori. The remaining fraction
of trajectories would exhibit chaotic motion characterised by the well-known sensitivity
to initial conditions. Regular trajectories, when examined in a surface of section, manifest
as invariant circles1 which are often referred to as KAM islands (or magnetic islands in
our context of application); Chaotic trajectories densely fill a finite region of the same
surface, a region commonly known as the chaotic sea. This constitutes the fundamental
dynamical scenario of a near-integrable Hamiltonian system, where its phase space is said
to be of mixed type due to the coexistence of regions of stability or regular motion, along
with chaotic areas [13].

Finally, let us shift our focus to a pragmatic example of a non-linear symplectic map
namely the standard map, which offers a suitable "numerical laboratory" for exploring
fundamental properties of mixed phase spaces. Ultimately, this brief investigation leads
us to the significant notion of chaotic transport in our research.

2.2 The Standard map

Proposed by Boris Chirikov in 1969, the Standard map (SM) [54] was initially con-
ceived for applications in plasma dynamics. Due to its rich dynamical scenarios, the
map describes a universal behaviour of area-preserving maps with mixed phase space. Its
physical model is related to the motion of a particle constrained to a movement on a ring
while being kicked periodically by an external field.

1Or invariant sets of points corresponding to the periodic orbits.
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The map derives from the Hamiltonian

H (q, p, t) =
p2

2mr2
+K cos (q)

∞∑
n=−∞

δ

(
t

T
− n

)
, (2.18)

where δ is the Dirac delta function, q is the angular coordinate and p is its conjugate
momentum. It is worth remarking that the particle’s mass m, the ring’s radius r, and the
period of kicks T are all considered to be one for simplicity.

Although the Hamiltonian in Eq. (2.18) is sufficient to analyse the dynamics, it is
possible to define a symplectic non-linear discrete map TSM to investigate the dynamics
via extensive numerical simulations since iterating the symplectic map is much faster than
solving the equations of motion.

The mapping TSM (pn, qn) = (pn+1, qn+1) gives the position and momentum for the
(n+ 1)th iteration by the following equations

TSM :

{
pn+1 = pn + k sin(qn) mod (2π)

qn+1 = qn + pn+1 mod (2π)
, (2.19)

where the parameter k controls the intensity of the non-linearity brought by the sine
function. Indeed, the standard map is equivalent to the generic map T ϵ presented in Eq.
(2.6) while considering f(θn, In+1) = f(θn) = sin(θn) periodic in 2π, h(In+1) = In+1 and
l(θn, In+1) = 0.

Figure 2.2: Characteristic phase spaces of the SM considering three values of the parameter
k. On the left k = 0.25 and the inset shows the chaotic region around the unstable point at
(2π, π). On the central panel k = 1.50 and on the right k = 2.50. This phase space construction
considers +π at the q-equation so that the main island is always centred at (π, π). 20× 10 ICs,
represented by the green points, were evolved up to N = 103 iterations.

Figure 2.2 presents the characteristic phase spaces2 of the SM considering three dif-
ferent values of the control parameter k. First, on the left panel, the space is mostly

2A technical note: All phase spaces of the SM are constructed by adding π at the q-equation of the
mapping so that the central island, around the stable fixed point at (π, π), is centralised in all figures.
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composed of invariant spanning curves that are: invariant with respect to iterations i. e.
an IC placed on the curve will evolve to a trajectory that lies only in this curve, no matter
how long you iterate it and; spanning because it spans through the hole q-axis from 0 to
2π. Nevertheless, still on the first panel, k = 0.25 already introduces a chaotic region
around the unstable point located at (2π, π), or (0, π) due to modulated equations, that
is displayed on the inset.

The large chaotic seas shown in the middle and right panels of Fig. 2.2 are due to the
relatively high values of the control parameter, namely k = 1.5 and k = 2.5, respectively.
These chaotic regions contain all chaotic trajectories in the system. In our context, a
chaotic trajectory φ is an orbit evolved from an IC (q0, p0) in the chaotic sea that presents
an unpredictable and complex evolution, exhibiting various dynamical behaviours until
reaching the maximum iteration time N . It is important to note that the chaotic evolution
φ(q0, p0) of a specific initial condition is deterministic, but the system is highly sensitive
to initial conditions. Therefore, even two initial conditions that are very close to each
other can lead to completely different evolution, a well-known characteristic of chaotic
dynamics [9].

Sensitivity to initial conditions and Stickiness

Let us consider an specific example in the SM to explore this idea of sensitivity to
ICs and the stickiness phenomenon. For k = 1.46, we select an IC located in the chaotic
sea at (qc0, p

c
0) = (0.51234567899870, π) and the evolved trajectory φ(qc0, p

c
0) is analysed.

Additionally, we select (qs0, p
s
0) = (qc0 + 1× 10−14, pc0) i. e. a very close IC that changes q0

only by 10−14, and the trajectory φ(qs0, p
s
0) is also analysed. Figure 2.3 show the phase

space of the SM for k = 1.46 with the aforementioned trajectories and the evolution of
p(n) for each one.

The two selected chaotic trajectories on the phase space shown in Fig. 2.3 (a) have
distinct evolution despite the proximity of their ICs. Trajectory φ(qc0, pc0), depicted in red,
explores a larger region of the available chaotic sea throughout its evolution, a fact that is
also verified by its p(n) behaviour in (b). Conversely, φ(qs0, ps0) begins its chaotic evolution
similarly to φ(qc0, pc0), however around 450 iterations, the trajectory is temporally confined
to specific regions of the phase space, which are clearly observed from the concentrated
blue clusters in Fig. 2.3 (a). The inset displays one of these regions amplified, where we
note the blue trajectory in a close chaotic vicinity around a small periodic island found in
the chaotic sea. At this moment in its evolution, the chaotic orbit sustains a quasi-periodic
behaviour until approximately 750 iterations, also evidenced by its p time-series in (b).
After this trapping time, the orbit is again free to explore other regions of the chaotic sea.

The intermittent dynamical evolution experienced by the trajectory φ(qs0, ps0) shown in
Fig. 2.3 is one example of the stickiness phenomena [47,55]. Due to mixed phase spaces,
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Figure 2.3: (a) Phase space of the SM for k = 1.46 (grey on the background) along with
trajectories φ(qc0, pc0) = (0.51234567899870, π) in red and φ(qs0, p

s
0) = (0.51234567899871, π) in

blue. The inset shows an amplification of the stickiness region; (b) Behaviour of the generalised
momentum p in function of the iterations n.

near-integrable Hamiltonian systems may present chaotic orbits that spend a considerable
amount of time experiencing successive dynamical traps. The trajectory that was once
free to explore all chaotic regions of the phase space, can be temporally confined in a
peculiar quasi-periodic motion in the nearest chaotic vicinity around the stability islands.
Stickiness is a well-studied phenomenon that strongly affects the transport and statistical
properties of chaotic orbits [56].

Chaotic transport

The notion of chaotic transport refers to the irregular motion of particles or fluid
elements in systems that can be described by nonlinear dynamics. We showed that, in
such systems, small perturbations in the ICs can lead to vastly different outcomes, making
long-term predictions very difficult. Chaotic transport is a common phenomenon in many
physical systems, including atmospheric and oceanic flows [57], chemical reactions [58],
and plasma confinement [59].

One approach to understanding the transport of chaotic trajectories in phase spaces is
to use techniques from statistical mechanics, mainly studying diffusion. Indeed, for fully
chaotic phase spaces, it is possible to show that an ensemble of chaotic orbits diffuses
accordingly to the Heat equation, being a process of normal diffusion [60, 61]. In this
case, the average behaviour of all chaotic trajectories is equivalent to particles moving
randomly in a defined space, analogously to a Brownian motion.

However, in mixed phase spaces, the chaotic area coexists with regions of periodic
motion, such as the KAM islands shown in phase spaces of the SM. In these cases, chaotic
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trajectories may exhibit a complicated diffusion process often referred to as anomalous
diffusion [62,63]. Taking the previous situation on the SM as an example, the trajectory
φ(qs0, p

s
0) begins its diffusion on the chaotic sea, but the stickiness forces a temporarily

constrained diffusion around the small KAM island, highly affecting the orbit’s trans-
port. In that sense, investigations on anomalous effects in chaotic transport are needed
to advance our understanding of these particular situations, improving also the general
knowledge on how and why these effects may interfere in practical situations such as in
the magnetic confinement of fusion plasma.

Another statistical approach for studying chaotic transport is based on probability
distributions that can be used to estimate the probability of finding a trajectory in a
certain region of phase space. These distributions can be constructed using techniques
such as the Perron-Frobenius operator [64] or Markov partitions [65]. In particular, we
developed an approach to investigate the chaotic transport in the SM considering tra-
jectories evolved from specific ICs. Our original contribution presented at Sub-diffusive
behavior in the Standard Map, by Matheus S. Palmero, Gabriel I. Díaz, Iberê L. Caldas
and Igor M. Sokolov, Eur. Phys. J. Spec. Top. 230, published in June 2021, showed that
it is indeed possible to find sub-diffusive behaviour in the SM [66].

In summary, our approach is based on chaotic, yet sticky, trajectories that can be
described by the Continuous Time Random Walk (CTRW) model. Since CTRW is a
classic example of anomalous diffusion, we studied some consequences of the Fractional
Diffusion Equation (FDE) and how to connect it to a numerical method that approximates
the Perron-Frobenius operator for the SM. With that, we established a relation between
the eigenvalues of a Perron-Frobenius-like operator and the solution of FDE, providing

Figure 2.4: First diffusion mode, given by the first eigenvector ψ1 of the Perron-Frobenius-like
operator, on the phase space of the SM for the selected control parameter k = 1.46.
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an approximated value for the anomalous diffusion exponent α for the SM considering
k = 1.46. The found value of α ≈ 0.25 shows that the evolution of trajectories in this
particular scenario is indeed associated with anomalous diffusion, distinctively a sub-
diffusive behaviour.

One of the main results of the aforementioned approach is shown in Fig. 2.4, where we
display the numerical result for the first diffusion mode ψ1, eigenvector of the calculated
Perron-Frobenius-like operator, on the phase space of the SM for k = 1.46. It is clear from
the colour map that the phase space is divided into two distinct regions. This division
is properly characterised by the change of signs of the first diffusion mode ψ1. Negative
values of ψ1 are attained only at fine chaotic regions around the main island and the other
resonant ones. Yet, positive values of ψ1 depict the outer chaotic sea.

Additionally, Fig. 2.4 also displays fine regions within the chaotic sea where ψ1 = 0,
depicted in white, are of fundamental importance for understanding the main features
of chaotic transport. These regions are related to underlying structures on phase space
known as invariant manifolds. In practical sense for our intents and purpose, manifolds
are geometrical structures that are regarded as the skeleton of all possible dynamical be-
haviours of the system [11]. For that reason, determining how these geometrical structures
are spatially organised is essential to comprehend how different regions of a given phase
space are linked or severed. Invariant manifolds often act as transport barriers, partial
transport barriers and transport channels [67]. In Chapter 4 we provide a further detailed
mathematical definitions of the invariant manifolds.

The construction of the results shown in Fig. 2.4 is explained in detail in [66]. Nev-
ertheless, essentially we selected a specific IC and evolved it for 1010 iterations while

Figure 2.5: Phase space of the SM for k = 1.46 (grey on the background) along with the period
6 UPO (blue crosses) and the unstable manifold associated with (q⋆, p⋆) = (0, π) (red line).
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computing the Perron-Frobenius-like operator of the SM to gain a better understanding
of its chaotic evolution. The IC of the considered trajectory was at a period 6 Unstable
Periodic Orbit (UPO) that surrounds the main island as secondary resonances caused by
the non-linearity. UPOs are special points within the chaotic sea that are the unstable
counterparts of the stable fixed point inside (at the centre) the KAM islands. In this spe-
cial case, the selected UPO is located deep within the fine chaotic region that surrounds
the main island of the SM for k = 1.46, making it a suitable place for strong stickiness
effects. In Chapter 5 we further address stickiness by analysing large ensembles of ICs
near UPOs of interest.

In order to illustrate and exemplify both aforementioned elements, we show in Fig. 2.5
the phase space of the SM with the period 6 UPO, depicted by the blue crosses, and the
unstable invariant manifold associated with the unstable fixed point at (q⋆, p⋆) = (0, π)

depicted by the red line. As mentioned, the selection of ICs in close vicinity of UPOs,
and the spatial organisation of invariant manifolds in the phase space are both important
concepts for upcoming analysis in the next chapters.

Finally, it is worth noting that we determined the exact location of the UPO and
the computed unstable manifold using the method proposed by Ciro, outlined in [68]. In
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, we use the same method for computing and tracing invariant
manifolds, and determining suitable locations around UPOs for ICs to study stickiness,
all considering the models of our interest in application to magnetic confinement. The
following chapter introduces the main models of our research for magnetic field lines in
tokamaks under different configurations.





Chapter 3

Models and Escape analysis

In this chapter, we present the models and the adopted methodology for our numerical
investigations brought by an escape analysis. The two selected symplectic maps model
the magnetic field lines of tokamaks under two different configurations; The Single-null
divertor map, a phenomenological model that describes the magnetic configuration of a
tokamak equipped with a poloidal divertor and; The Ergodic magnetic limiter map, a
freely adjustable map, derived from a suitable generating function, that describes the
magnetic field lines of a tokamak assembled with an ergodic magnetic limiter. These two
models are discussed in detail in the first and second sections respectively.

The methodology also discussed here is based on an important detail present in both
models. Due to the perturbations introduced by the divertor, or the limiter, there will
be escaping magnetic field lines that might be unfavourable for the tokamak purpose. In
that sense, we introduce in the third section the adopted methodology for our numerical
investigations while considering a wide range of perturbation strengths for the two models.
The escaping analysis as a methodology is an original approach that prepares the ground
for the upcoming phase space analyses in chapters four and five.

3.1 Single-null divertor map

The single-null divertor map, also known as the Boozer map (BM), was proposed by
Punjabi, Verma and Boozer [44] as a phenomenological model for the magnetic field lines
of a tokamak equipped with poloidal divertors. Divertors are external devices placed at a
poloidal section of the tokamak, designed to exhaust unwanted particles from the plasma
to maintain the fusion reaction inside the tokamak. The divertor cassette is composed,
essentially, of a steel body that encloses a poloidal section, and divertor targets that are
placed inside the tokamak chamber, next to the plasma edge. The targets are specifically
constructed to receive and rapidly extract the thermal load caused by the high heat flux
from the fusion plasma.

Technically, the divertor induces a magnetic configuration with a saddle point (x-point)

35
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Figure 3.1: (a) Three different types of configurations for divertors; (b) Schematics of a poloidal
section of a divertor tokamak, showing the closed magnetic field lines (light blue), the region
around the magnetic separatrix (grey region between the red lines), magnetic saddle (black
cross) and the general rectangular coordinates (ξ, ψ).

known as the magnetic saddle. This configuration allows particles to follow the field lines
towards exit points precisely placed near the divertor targets. Due to perturbations in
the magnetic field, a chaotic layer is formed around the saddle, allowing the open field
lines to escape through the x-points, striking the divertor target. The striking points are
commonly referred to as magnetic footprints, which form specific patterns that will be
further addressed in this section.

There are a few different types of configurations for poloidal divertors, each one in-
ducing a certain magnetic topology in the tokamak. Figure 3.1(a) depicts three different
configurations for the divertors: The single-null, which induces only one magnetic saddle;
The double-null, with upper and lower x-points and; The island divertor, or multi-null,
often used for the construction of the stellarator [69], another toroidal shaped plasma
device that is well-known for its complex design intended to highly enhance magnetic
confinement.

Considering the single-null configuration, it is possible to study the behaviour of the
magnetic field lines around the magnetic saddle via the symplectic separatrix map TBM

given by the following equations

TBM :

{
ξn+1 = ξn − kψn(1− ψn)

ψn+1 = ψn + kξn+1

, (3.1)

where the pair (ξ, ψ) are generic rectangular coordinates over a poloidal section surface,
as depicted in Fig. 3.1(b); Note that ψ is positive from the centre of the poloidal section
in the direction of the x-point. The control parameter k is related to the amplitude of
toroidal asymmetries that perturb the magnetic field configuration [70].

In regards to the parameter k, which is the main parameter of the model, there are a
few works in the literature that relates numerical values of k to the safety factor calculated
at the plasma edge. Accordingly to these works, k ≈ 0.6 is a fair value to simulate the
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diverted magnetic field configuration while considering, specifically, large tokamaks like
the ITER [70].

Figure 3.2: Characteristic phase space of the BM considering k = 0.6. (a) Full phase space
with the inset showing the region around the magnetic saddle; (b) The inset amplified, showing
the mixed chaotic-periodic states present in this region.

The characteristic phase space of the model is shown in Fig. 3.2. In particular, panel
(b) shows the amplified region around the magnetic saddle located at (ξ⋆, ψ⋆) = (0, 1),
where the separatrix chaotic layer, embedded with several highly-periodic island chains,
is clearly visible. The chaotic layer is essentially composed of open field lines that will,
eventually, escape through the x-point, hitting the divertor target. Punjabi et. al. also
provides a procedure to numerically obtain the collision points between the open magnetic
field lines and the divertor target. The procedure is essentially the following: For a given
set of ICs and a fixed value of ψtarget, in which the divertor target is located, we iterate
the map TBM until the escape condition ψn ≤ ψtarget ≤ ψn+1 is satisfied. Then, a toroidal
coordinate ϕs is introduced to calculate the striking points using the equations of the
map, Eq. 3.1, as follows

ϕs =
ψtarget − ψn

k[ξn − kψn(1− ψn)]
, (3.2)

where, by definition, 0 ≤ ϕs ≤ 1. Analogously, the abscissa of the striking points ξs is
given by

ξs = ξn − kϕsψn(1− ψn) . (3.3)

Considering ψtarget = 1.0, we recover a noted result from the literature for the afore-
mentioned magnetic footprints shown in Fig. 3.3. This result shows the fractal pattern
created by the escaping field lines while striking the target of the poloidal divertor. In-
deed, experimental evidence [39] based on heat patterns at the divertor target, suggests
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Figure 3.3: Magnetic footprints formed by the open field lines that strike the divertor target.
The highlighted square shows the respective region amplified. 106 ICs (ξ0 ∈ [0.0, 0.001] and
ψ0 = 0.999) were evolved up to 104 iterations of the map, considering k = 0.6.

that ions from the plasma may be following open magnetic field lines, striking the target
and forming specific heat signatures that closely follow the expectation from the magnetic
footprints.

From the theoretical point of view, specifically from the theory of weakly perturbed
Hamiltonian systems, it is known that this fractal pattern is strictly related to the homo-
clinic tangles formed by the infinite intersections between the unstable and stable invariant
manifolds associated with the magnetic saddle [10].

Although simple, the BM is a very suitable model to perform extensive numerical sim-
ulations that might improve our understanding of the complex behaviour of the magnetic
field lines around magnetic saddles in divertor tokamaks.

3.2 Ergodic magnetic limiter map

The ergodic magnetic limiter map, or the Ullmann map (UM), was proposed as a sym-
plectic two-dimensional non-linear map that models the magnetic field lines of a tokamak
assembled with an ergodic limiter [45]. Inside the tokamak, in the plasma core, the mag-
netic field is strong and stable enough for the duration of a typical discharge. However,
on the plasma edge, closer to the inner walls of the machine, the magnetic field lines are
often perturbed, forming regions of strong instabilities. In many cases, to either control
or change the magnetic configuration in this outer region, the tokamak is assembled with
devices placed at the border of the machine. This is the case of the ergodic magnetic
limiter which is, basically, an outer ring composed of several helical coils that periodically
perturb the field lines at the plasma edge.
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In the practical sense, there are a few features that make the UM a fitting model for
our analysis: (i) Since it is a symplectic map, it can be derived from suitable generating
functions that include the appropriate periodic perturbation; (ii) The profile of the safety
factor q(r) is freely adjustable for a given tokamak discharge, allowing also an analysis
considering non-monotonic profiles [71]; (iii) The parameters of the model are directly
linked to experimental parameters of a tokamak, such as the intensity of the toroidal
magnetic field B0, large radius R0, small radius b, and radius of the plasma column
a [45]. Figure 3.4 displays a schematic example of the modelling process, along with the
aforementioned parameters.

Figure 3.4: Schematic example of the modelling process that begins at the torus (representing
the tokamak), passing by the poloidal section near the limiter (ring placed in a section of the
torus), showing also the calculated magnetic field lines (grey in the background), arriving at
the rectangular coordinates (x, y) drawing the full phase space of the model. The colour blue
represents regions closer to the plasma core and the colour red regions around the plasma edge.

The pair of dimensionless coordinates (x, y), that draws the characteristic phase space
of the model shown in the last panel of Fig. 3.4, is calculated considering a relative distance
y′ = b − r (in relation to the minor radius b) and a modulated angle x′ = bθ, thereby
defining x = x′/2πb = θ/2π and y = y′/b = 1− r/b.

The complete model is a composition of two maps T 0
UM ◦ T 1

UM(xn, yn) = (xn+1, yn+1).
The first part T 0

UM is the equilibrium dynamics with a toroidal correction to the field line
equations proposed by Ullmann. For that, it is assumed that the equilibrium magnetic
field is B0 = (B0

r = 0, B0
θ = B0

θ (r), B
0
ϕ = B0) and one can introduce the generating

function

G0
tor(rn+1, θn) = G0(rn+1, θn) +

∞∑
i=1

ai

(
rn+1

R0

)i

cosi(θn) , (3.4)

in which, considering just the first term a1 = −0.041 and ai = 0 for i > 1, and following
the same procedure described in chapter two for G0(rn+1, θn), the first part of the map is
obtained as follows

1This toroidal correction is introduced to the system to take into consideration a small outward radial
displacement of the centre of flux surfaces in the tokamak, usually caused by a phenomenon known as
the Shafranov shift.
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T 0
UM :

{
y∗n+1 = 1− (1−yn)

1−a1 sin(xn)

x∗n+1 = xn +
2π

q0(y∗n+1)
+ a1 cos(xn)

, (3.5)

where q0(y) is the safety factor, obtained from the poloidal magnetic field B0
θ (r), calculated

at the new dimensionless coordinate y.
In order to model the periodic perturbation caused by the ergodic magnetic limiter,

it is assumed that the limiter is sufficiently narrow in relation to the torus, ensuring a
pinpoint perturbation where would be defined the poloidal section of interest. That way,
the perturbed magnetic field B1 = (B1

r = B1
r (r, θ, ϕ), B

1
θ = B1

θ (r, θ, ϕ), B
1
ϕ = B0) is written

considering

B1
r (r, θ, ϕ) = −B1(r) sin(mθ)

∞∑
j=−∞

δ(ϕ− 2πj) ,

B1
θ (r, θ, ϕ) = −B1(r) cos(mθ)

∞∑
j=−∞

δ(ϕ− 2πj) ,

(3.6)

where m and Ih are, respectively, the number of coils (also known as the perturbation
mode) and the induced helical current in the limiter. The amplitude of the perturbation
is explicitly given by

B1(r) =
µ0mIh
πb

(r
b

)m−1

. (3.7)

Once defined the perturbed magnetic field, one can introduce the following generating
function

G1(rn+1, θn) = rn+1θn −
C

m− 1

(rn+1

b

)m−1

cos(mθn) , (3.8)

and the second part of the map is obtained as follows

T 1
UM :

{
yn = y∗n+1 +

m
m−1

C(1− yn)
m−1 sin(mx∗n)

xn+1 = x∗n − C(1− yn)
m−2 cos(mx∗n)

, (3.9)

where the dimensionless constant C arrange all main parameters of the model, relating
them in the following way

C =
2π

q0(a)

(
b

a

)m−2
B1(a)

B0
θ (a)

=
4mπ

q0(a)

(a
b

)2 Ih
Ip

. (3.10)

Defining δB = B1(a)/B0
θ (a) and δI = Ih/Ip, we finally reach the proper control parame-

ters of the model: δB defined as the relative perturbation of the poloidal magnetic field
or; δI as the relative current factor. In practical terms, δB = 1.0% means that the in-
tensity of the magnetic field caused by the limiter is 1.0% of the intensity of the poloidal
magnetic field at the plasma edge or, δI = 0.5% means that the electric current of the
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limiter is 0.5% of the plasma current.
With that, all parameters of the model can be set for a specific tokamak and, the

iteration of the maps T 0
UM◦T 1

UM provide different magnetic field configurations considering
different values of δB or δI. In our numerical simulations, we use the parameters of the
TCABR, the tokamak of the Physics Institute, University of São Paulo, given by the
following table:

Table 3.1: TCABR - Main parameters [72]

Parameter Symbol Value
Larger radius R0 0, 615 m
Minor radius b 0, 21 m
Plasma column radius a 0, 18 m
Toroidal magnetic field B0 1, 07 T
Plasma current (equilibrium) Ip < 100 kA
Safety factor (equilibrium at r = a) q0(a) ≈ 5.0

The full phase space of the model was presented in the last panel of Fig. 3.4 however,
from now on, we focus only on the region of the plasma edge 0.0 < y < 0.4. Figure
3.5 displays the characteristic phase space of the UM considering the perturbation mode
m = 7, the safety factor q0(a) = 5.0 and δB = 1.5% (δI ≈ 0.45%).

Figure 3.5: Characteristic phase space of the UM considering m = 7, q0(a) = 5.0 and δB =
1.5% (δI ≈ 0.45%).

The chaotic region, depicted by the extended connected black sea around the periodic
islands in white, present in phase space drawn in Fig. 3.5 will be an essential framework
for all phase space analyses in the upcoming chapters. It’s worth noting that the open
field lines, that compose the aforementioned chaotic sea, can eventually escape hitting the
inner wall of the tokamak at y = 0. Therefore, the model’s escape condition is satisfied
when yn < 0 < yn+1.
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Escaping field lines, featured in both BM and UM models, are the main focus of the
methodology proposed in the next section.

3.3 Escape analysis

The methodology outlined here was developed to address one fundamental practical
question: Which values of control parameters should be selected for all numerical simu-
lations of the models?

Our approach to addressing this question is based on the Escape Rate (ER), which
is defined as the proportion of escaping trajectories xe that correspond to the escaping
magnetic field lines, relative to the total number M of initial conditions (ICs) provided to
the models; ER = xe/M . By defining ER, we can analyse it as a function of the control
parameters, k (for the BM) and δB (for the UM). To do so, we establish a suitable range
of parameter values that preserves the key characteristic features of the phase spaces. The
parameter ranges are defined as follows:

k ∈ [0.53, 0.63]

L
and δB ∈ [1.2%, 2.2%]

L
, (3.11)

where L is the number of parameters between the considered range.

Figure 3.6: Phase spaces of the BM considering k = 0.53 (left), k = 0.58 (centre) and k = 0.63
(right). The selected ICs are represented by the green points and their evolution was up to
5× 105 iterations of the map TBM. All three phase spaces are drawn considering only the region
ξ ∈ [−0.0025, 0.0025] and ψ ∈ [0.995, 1.0].

Before analysing the ER as a function of the control parameters, it is necessary to
ensure that the escape conditions can be indeed satisfied by the evolved trajectories. Since
only chaotic trajectories can escape, a suitable chaotic region must be found in the phase
spaces. For that, Figs. 3.6 and 3.7 draw phase spaces for the BM and UM respectively,
considering three different parameter values. It is important to note how the phase space
configuration changes while increasing the value of the control parameter.
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Figure 3.7: Phase spaces of the UM considering δB = 1.2% (left), δB = 1.7% (centre) and
δB = 2.2% (right). The selected ICs are represented by the green points and their evolution
was up to 2× 104 iterations of the composed map T 0

UM ◦ T 1
UM. All three phase spaces are drawn

considering the region x ∈ [0, 1] and y ∈ [0, 0.4].

Once the ranges of parameters of interest are established and the phase spaces are
drawn, it is possible to identify a region where all given ICs can be placed within the
chaotic sea. However, this specific chaotic region must be maintained throughout the
entire parameter range2. These conditions assured, only chaotic trajectories are evolved
and, therefore, the escape conditions can be satisfied.

Figure 3.8: Behaviour of the escape rate as a function of the control parameters for both the
BM (a) and UM (b) models. Their defined ranges were divided into L different parameters and,
the colour lines show the behaviour of 1000 (black), 500 (green) and 250 (violet) parameters.

First, for the BM, M = 105 ICs placed at ξ0 = 0 and ψ0 ∈ [1 − 10−9, 1 − 10−10],
were evolved up to 103 iterations of the map. The computed ER = ER(k), considering
L = 250, 500 and 1000 parameters distributed at k ∈ [0.53, 0.63], is shown in Fig. 3.8(a).

2Identifying this robust chaotic region is a meticulous procedure specifically for the BM. As evidenced
by Fig. 3.6, both the topology and the size of the phase space are highly sensitive to the parameter
change.
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It is worth noting that the general behaviour of ER(k) is the same for the tree values of
L.

For the UM, M = 103 ICs where placed at x0 ∈ [10−6, 10−5] and y0 = 0.3 and evolved
up to 105 iterations. The computed ER = ER(δB), considering L = 250, 500 and 1000

parameters distributed at δB ∈ [1.2%, 2.2%], is shown in Fig. 3.8(b). It is also worth
noting that the general behaviour of ER(δB) is the same for the tree selected values of
L.

In general terms, the escape analysis illustrated in Fig. 3.8 yields precise values for the
control parameters that indicate a configuration which enhances or restrains the escape.
For the BM, k = k− = 0.5930 and k = k+ = 0.6056 are the parameters of interest:
ER(k+) is the local high around k ≈ 0.6, which not only provides better visualisation of
the phase space but also is an adequate value as discussed in Sec. 3.1 and, ER(k−) the
local low. For the UM, δB = δB− = 1.334% and δB = δB+ = 1.836% are the parameters
of interest: ER(δB+) is the global high and, ER(k−) is the global low that also indicates
the first parameter value that escapes occurs.

Furthermore, it is worth remarking that the general behaviour displayed in both panels
of Fig. 3.8 provides additional relevant interpretations. On one hand, the analysis of the
BM shows a curious oscillatory behaviour that might be related to intrinsic dynamical
structures, such as homoclinic tangles that arises and vanishes, around the saddle point.
On the other hand, the analysis of the UM yields an expected growth while increasing
the parameter value, however, there is a maximum followed by an arguably puzzling
decay. Nevertheless, these interesting features would be further and properly investigated
in other opportunities.

Finally, once defined the values of interest k+ and k− for the BM and, analogously δB+

δB− for the UM, it is possible to thoroughly investigate their respective phase spaces via
two of our original methods. Chapters four and five are devoted to detailing the analyses
and presenting the results.



Chapter 4

Transient motion

This chapter presents the first phase space analysis developed to improve our un-
derstanding of the field lines’ behaviour. The transient motion analysis introduces a
numerical method to visually illustrate the transient dynamics in Hamiltonian systems.
In our context, Hamiltonian systems that are either open, leaking, or contain holes in the
phase space possess solutions that eventually escape the system’s domain and, in that
sense, the motion described by such escape orbits before crossing the escape threshold
can be understood as a transient behaviour.

The method is based on the transient measure, a finite-time version of the natu-
ral measure often used in analyses of dissipative systems for calculating dimensions of
chaotic attractors [10]. Once the profile of this new measure is computed throughout the
phase space, preferable paths taken by the escape trajectories are outlined. The detailed
knowledge of these possible paths, namely what a given orbit may experience in the tran-
sient dynamics before escaping, is important and may have further implications for the
analysed systems. Here we focus on both models (BM and UM), considering the values
of perturbations strengths given by the escape analysis presented in Chapter 3, Sec. 3.3.

It is important to mention that this is an original analysis of general Hamiltonian
systems; Contribution presented at Measure, dimension, and complexity of the transient
motion in Hamiltonian systems by Vitor M. de Oliveira, Matheus S. Palmero, Iberê L.
Caldas, Physica D 431, 133126, published in March 2022 [73].

4.1 Mathematical framework

Before presenting the numerical results of the method considering both models de-
scribed in the last chapter, it is important to introduce the mathematical framework
related to this analysis. In the first subsection, we define the transient measure and
consequently related quantities; The second subsection is devoted to general definitions
of unstable and stable invariant manifolds that are relevant to the upcoming numerical
results.

45
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Mean transient measure

In general terms, let φt(x0) be a solution of our dynamical system in theD-dimensional
phase space with initial condition x0 and at time t, and let us cover the region of the
phase space that we are interested in by a grid of D-dimensional boxes of side-length ε.

We call η(Bi,φt(x0), T ) the total time spent by the solution φt(x0) inside the box Bi

in the time interval t ∈ [0, T ]. If η is the same for almost every x0, the natural measure
for each box Bi can be defined as [10]

µi = lim
T→∞

η(Bi,φt(x0), T )

T
, (4.1)

if the limit exists. It follows that
∑N

i=1 µi = 1, where N is the number of boxes in the
grid, which depends on the box side-length ε.

The natural measure is defined in the asymptotic limit T → ∞ and is usually as-
sociated with the dynamics of an orbit on a chaotic attractor. We are interested here,
however, in the transient dynamics of escape orbits in Hamiltonian systems. Then, we
propose a finite-time version of Eq. (4.1), which we call the transient measure,

νi =
η(Bi,φt(x0), T

e)

T e
, (4.2)

where T e is the escape time, i.e., the time it takes for the orbit that starts at x0 to reach
a predefined escape region. Here, η is the total time spent by the orbit inside the box Bi

before leaving the system. It is important to note that
∑N

i=1 νi = 1.

If we consider an orbit in the chaotic sea, the transient measure reflects the path
followed by the orbit up until exiting the system. Hence, this measure is able to depict
the transient dynamics of an escape orbit, including effects such as stickiness.

Generally, a single chaotic orbit will visit only a small portion of the available chaotic
area before escaping, making it hard to describe the behaviour of escape orbits in the
phase space by looking solely at ν. Therefore, we now define the mean transient measure,
the average of the transient measure on an ensemble E composed by M initial conditions,

⟨νi⟩ =
1

M

M∑
j=1

νi,j, (4.3)

where νi,j = η(Bi,φt(x0,j), T
e
j )/T

e
j is the transient measure for the j-th initial condition

x0,j and box Bi. As was the case for the transient measure, we have that
∑N

i=1⟨νi⟩ = 1.

Equation (4.3) is well-defined for any discrete ensemble. For us, E has a small volume
and a high number of elementsM which are uniformly distributed on a grid. The ensemble
is centred at an initial condition of interest, and the mean transient measure, therefore,
describes the transient dynamics associated with a small neighbourhood of the said point.
In practice, M is chosen to be large enough so that the orbits do visit a sufficient number
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of boxes and clearly depict the transient behaviour throughout the phase space.
Apart from the finite-time aspect, another difference of Eq. (4.2) from Eq. (4.1) is that

we do not demand it holds for almost every x0. With that, the mean transient measure,
Eq. (4.3), is, in fact, a function of the ensemble of ICs ⟨νi⟩ = ⟨νi⟩E. Hence, there may
be different transient behaviours depending on the ICs. Indeed, we investigate in [73]
several different behaviours, considering two distinct Hamiltonian systems, depending on
the correspondingly chosen location for the ensemble E.

Here, however, we use the method for a slightly different approach; The profiles of
the mean transient measure, computed throughout the phase spaces, can visually dis-
tinguish the field lines’ behaviours while considering specifically perturbations strengths
that enhance or restrain the escape, previously discussed in Chapter 3, Sec. 3.3. These
behaviours are strictly connected to underlying geometrical structures in the phase space
known as invariant manifolds.

Stable and unstable invariant manifolds

First, since our models of interest are two-dimensional non-linear maps, we restrict
this brief general discussion to only this type of planar system. Hence, let T be a two-
dimensional invertible map, with both T and T−1 differentiable, and let α = {o1,o2, . . . ,om}
be an unstable periodic orbit (UPO) of period m of the mapping T . The stable manifold
W s(α) and the unstable manifold W u(α) associated with α are given by [11]

W s(α) = {x ∈ U ⊂ R2 | T n(x) → T n(oi) as n→ ∞, i = 1, ...,m} ,

W u(α) = {x ∈ U ⊂ R2 | T−n(x) → T−n(oi) as n→ ∞, i = 1, ...,m} .
(4.4)

In practice, x is the pair of the defined coordinates and U can be any suitable region of
the system’s phase space.

The manifolds W s,u(α) are, indeed, one-dimensional curves which are locally tangent
to the respective subspaces [12]. The stable manifold is tangent to the eigenvector in the
stable subspace, while the unstable manifold is tangent to the unstable eigenvector. They
are additionally, by definition, invariant under the action of the dynamical system and
formed by infinite sets that, in non-integrable cases, can intercept. The crossings between
W s(α) and W u(α) compose what is known as homoclinic orbtis. Moreover, the crossings
between W s(α1) and W u(α2), with α1 ̸= α2, are known as heteroclinic orbtis.

Tracing manifolds is a difficult task that can only be overcome using fitting numerical
tools. In our results, we use the efficient method proposed by Ciro [68] that, essentially,
chooses an appropriate segment in a linear approximation for the dynamics and evolves
said segment under the mapping and under its inverse. The method also proved to be
useful for calculating homo/heteroclinic intersections in planar maps [74].
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4.2 Numerical results

The transient motion analysis offers a visual aid for the hidden transient behaviour of
escaping trajectories. In that sense, we employ the method on extensive numerical simu-
lations of both BM and UM models. The results are shown separately in the subsections
below.

Single-null divertor map

As described in Chapter 3, Sec. 3.1, the topology of the magnetic configuration induced
by the single-null poloidal divertor, represented via the characteristic phase space of the
BM shown in Fig. 3.2, presents a saddle point at (ξ⋆, ψ⋆) = (0, 1). Accordingly, the
position of the divertor target is considered ψtarget = 1.0 to be the nearest to the saddle
point, imposing the escape condition ψn < 1.0 < ψn+1 to the map equations.

Once defined the escape condition, we select an ensemble of M = 105 ICs, uniformly
distributed in a dense small line positioned at ξ0 = 0, ψ0 ∈ [1 − 1 × 10−4, 1 − 1 × 10−6]

evolved up to 107 iterations of the map. For the computation of the transient measure,
it was considered ε = 1024 as the side-length of the boxes that compose a grid over the
region of interest ξ ∈ [−0.0025, 0.0025] and ψ ∈ [0.995, 1.0]. Then, it is finally possible to
compute the profile of the mean transient measure ⟨νi⟩ throughout the phase space of the
BM, considering the two special values of the control parameter: k = k−, the perturbation
strength that gives a low escape rate and; k = k+, the perturbation strength that gives a
high escape rate. Figure 4.1 displays the results.

Figure 4.1: Profiles of the mean transient measure ⟨νi⟩ in logarithmic scale for the BM, calcu-
lated on a 1024 × 1024 grid, considering k = k− = 0.5930 (left) and k = k+ = 0.6056 (right).
Their respective phase spaces are depicted in grey on the background. The ensemble of ICs and
the colour range for the mean transient measure were kept the same for both cases.

From Fig. 4.1 we readily observe that the ⟨νi⟩ profile, depicted by the logarithmic
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colour scale, highlights the differences between both cases. As expected, since k+ > k−,
the available chaotic portion of the phase space for k = k+ is larger than the phase space
for k = k−. However, the gradient from the colour scales provides better insights into how
the chaotic orbits are experiencing these chaotic regions before escaping the system. On
one hand, for k− escape orbits frequently visits regions around upper smaller islands, as
depicted by the surrounding blue colours, strongly indicating the presence of stickiness.
On the other, k+ presents a relatively thinner profile, where most of the previous islands
are already destroyed and the gradient from yellow to dark red reveals more visible gaps
(in white) farther from the saddle.

Before diving into the comparison between the complicated structures uncovered by
the profile and the correspondingly invariant manifolds, it is possible to statistically inves-
tigate the mean transient measure profiles by computing their histograms. Considering
only the boxes visited at least once by the simulated dynamics for both cases, the result
is shown in Fig. 4.2.

Figure 4.2: Histogram distributions of the mean transient measure ⟨νi⟩ for the escape trajec-
tories of the BM, considering both k = k− = 0.5930 (left) and k = k+ = 0.6056 (right). All
parameters were kept the same as for Fig. 4.1.

The calculated histogram distributions stress the different transient behaviours that
emerge from the complex dynamical scenario of the system, especially while comparing
different perturbation strengths. Confronting both panels of Fig. 4.2 to their respective
profiles on the phase space, shown in Fig. 4.1, we note that, indeed, orbits within k = k−

frequently visit regions that are not available in k = k+. The smaller peak around
⟨νi⟩ ≈ 10−8 indicates a relatively high concentration for all possible paths in areas coloured
blue (respective colour for ⟨νi⟩ ≈ 10−8) in Fig. 4.1. Still in k = k−, the higher peak,
around ⟨νi⟩ ≈ 10−6 is sharper compared to the broader distribution for k = k+. This
suggests a somewhat contra-intuitive realisation that although the phase space of k−

presents a smaller chaotic region compared to k+, escaping chaotic trajectories from k−

are experiencing thoroughly most of the available regions and, in that sense, enabling
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stickiness phenomena, in comparison to a more erratic visitation of the orbits in k+.
Finally, as a last visual investigation for the BM, we compare the uncovered structural

details shown in Fig. 4.1 to the relevant invariant manifolds present in both phase spaces.
To further improve the visualisation, we consider an amplified region ξ ∈ [−0.0008, 0.0008]

and ψ ∈ [0.9975, 1.0] where the respective details are more evident. Figure 4.3 shows, on
the left panels, the computed profile throughout this region of the phase space and, on the
right, the same region covered by stable and unstable invariant manifolds associated with
the saddle (ξ⋆, ψ⋆) = (0, 1) and the nearest UPOs from the last visible chain of islands.
For k−, the nearest UPO is associated with a period 31 chain of islands and, for k+ it is
a period 29 UPO.

Figure 4.3: Comparison between the ⟨νi⟩ profile (left panels) and invariant manifolds W s,u

(right panels) associated with the saddle point and nearest UPOs of interest. Their respective
phase spaces are depicted in grey on the background. All parameters and the colour scale
(omitted) are the same as in Fig. 4.1.

The colour gradient of ⟨νi⟩ depicts, in both cases, complex geometrical structures,
formed by seemingly erratic curves, that are embedded in their respective phase spaces.
These structures accurately agree with the invariant manifolds shown in the right panels of
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Fig. 4.3. Curiously, the structures revealed by the mean transient measure are consistent
not only with the unstable manifolds but also with the stable ones. Moreover, while
comparing both cases of k, it is possible to note that the traced manifolds for k+ seem more
interconnected1 than the ones presented in k−. Of course, knowing that the manifolds are
often related to transport channels, the strong interconnected structures behind the phase
space for k+ might explain why it is a configuration that enhances the escape, differently
from what is observed for k−.

Ergodic magnetic limiter map

Analogously to what was presented for the BM, Chapter 3, Sec. 3.2 was devoted
to the discussion that the phase space of the UM, composed by both Eqs. (3.5) and
(3.9), describes the configuration of the magnetic field lines of a tokamak with an ergodic
magnetic limiter. Depending on the values for the perturbation strength, provided either
by δB or δI, it was shown that escape field lines may be found, considering the escape
condition yn < 0 < yn+1, meaning that a field line crossed the inner wall at y = 0.

Figure 4.4: Profiles of the mean transient measure ⟨νi⟩ in logarithmic scale for the UM, calcu-
lated on a 1024 × 1024 grid, considering δB = δB− = 1.334% (left) and δB = δB+ = 1.836%
(right). Their respective phase spaces are depicted in grey on the background. The ensemble of
ICs and the colour range for the mean transient measure were kept the same for both cases.

To numerically calculate the transient measure and the respective mean transient
profile, we select an ensemble of M = 104 ICs, uniformly distributed in a dense small
square in x0 ∈ [−1× 10−7, 1× 10−7] and y0 ∈ [0.3− 1× 10−7, 0.3+1× 10−7] evolved up to
105 iterations. Only the lower region y < 0.4 with x ∈ [0, 1] was selected for the analysis,
considering ε = 1024 as the boxes’ side-length of the grid in this region. Then, the profile

1As a technical remark; It is known that, since these invariant manifolds are composed by infinite
sets, both homo/heteroclinic intersections are, by theoretical definition, also invariant and infinite sets.
That being said, we discuss the interconnectivity of these manifolds focusing only on what was possible
to display in Fig. 4.3.
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of the mean transient measure ⟨νi⟩ for the UM was computed for the two special values:
δB = δB−, the perturbation strength that gives a low escape rate and; δB = δB+, the
perturbation strength that gives a high escape rate. Figure 4.4 displays the results.

It is possible to readily observe that the ⟨νi⟩ profile, depicted by the logarithmic
colour scale in Fig. 4.4, highlights the differences between both cases similarly to results
for the BM. However, one main difference between the simulation of the UM and the
BM is the selected location for the ensemble of ICs. For the UM, ICs are located at
y ≈ 0.3, far from the escape condition at y = 0, whereas the ensemble of ICs for the BM
was set much closer to its respective escape condition. This discrepancy is due to the
fact that the standard phase space configuration for the UM is more robust to changes
in the perturbation strength, compared to the phase spaces for the BM. Nevertheless,
investigating the transient behaviour of escape field lines originating from a region closer to
the highly confined magnetic fields (modelled by y > 0.5 on the UM) may have important
implications for further understanding of plasma-wall interactions in tokamaks.

As a complementary statistical result to Fig. 4.4, we show in Fig. 4.5 the computed
histogram distributions associated with the ⟨νi⟩ profiles.

Figure 4.5: Histogram distributions of the mean transient measure ⟨νi⟩ for the escape trajec-
tories of the UM, considering both δB = δB− = 1.334% (left) and δB = δB+ = 1.836% (right).
All parameters were kept the same as for Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.5 displays rather different distributions in comparison to Fig. 4.2 for the BM.
This is expected since for the UM we analyse ICs placed far from the escape condition.
We note that the average behaviour of escaping trajectories has similar high peaks around
10−5, depicted by dark red colours in both panels of Fig. 4.4 that are related to the area
nearest to the ensemble of ICs. However, other minor peaks are in different positions on
the ⟨νi⟩ range; While δB− presents secondary peaks far from the first one, around 10−7,
the secondary peaks of the distribution for δB+ are closer to the primary. One way to
interpret this result is that the average behaviour of the escaping orbits for δB− is more
influenced by regions depicted in dark green (⟨νi⟩ ≈ 10−7), while for δB+ the regions of
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influence are closer to the area where the ensemble of ICs was set, namely the regions
depicted in red and yellow on the right panel of Fig. 4.4.

Moreover, Fig. 4.6 portrays the last result related to the transient analysis for the
UM. We present, in a similar fashion to what was shown for the BM, the comparison
between the uncovered structural details and the relevant invariant manifolds over an
amplified region of the phase space. It was set x ∈ [2.3, 3.9] and y ∈ [0, 14, 0.36] to make
the highlighted structures more evident and, differently from the analysis for the BM, we
trace only the unstable manifolds associated with four distinct chains of islands present
in the phase space of the UM. Tracing the correspondingly stable manifolds altogether
would impair the visualisation, undermining the proposed visual comparison.

Figure 4.6: Comparison between the ⟨νi⟩ profile (left panels) and unstable invariant manifolds
W u (right panels) associated with four different chains of islands. Their respective phase spaces
are depicted in grey on the background. All parameters and the colour scale (omitted) are the
same as in Fig. 4.4.

Figure 4.6 stress the straightforward link between the average behaviour of all escaping
orbits and the underlining invariant manifolds associated with the UM dynamics. Initially,
for both values of δB, the upper region is heavily occupied, as expected for areas closer to
the ICs. However, due to the different phase space configurations, the path experienced by
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all escaping orbits differs in each case; For δB− regions depicted by the colour gradient are
well-defined and separated, while for δB+ we easily observe a stronger mixing of colours,
especially for green and yellow (⟨νi⟩ ≈ 107 to 106). This difference is also revealed by the
shapes of all traced unstable manifolds that, for δB−, are significantly more restrained
in comparison to δB+. The strong mixing of the erratic unstable manifolds outlined in
the last panel of Fig. 4.6 might be a fitting explanation of why δB+ is a value for the
perturbation strength that enhances the escape of this system.

As a final general comment, it is worth paying close attention to all highlighted areas
surrounding islands in both systems. The first panel of Fig. 4.3 provides an explicit
example for the BM, while the first panel of Fig. 4.6 highlights the closer neighbourhood
of the upper chain of islands in the UM with a red colour gradient. This observation is
closely related to the stickiness phenomena, which is the main issue investigated through
the recurrence analysis discussed in the next chapter.



Chapter 5

Recurrence and Stickiness

In this chapter, we describe the second, and final, analysis developed to help our
comprehension of the behaviour of the magnetic field lines through the modelling of sym-
plectic maps. The recurrence and stickiness analysis consists of a finite-time investigation
of several different chaotic trajectories from the dynamics of our models, providing useful
prior knowledge of their dynamical behaviour.

We show that, by defining an ensemble of ICs, evolving them until a given maximum
iteration time and computing the recurrence rate of each orbit, it is possible to find partic-
ular trajectories that widely differ from the average behaviour. On this basis, it is possible
to verify that orbits with high recurrence rates are the ones that experience stickiness,
being dynamically trapped in a strange quasi-periodic motion around specific regions of
the phase space, phenomena that strongly affect transport and statistical properties of
chaotic trajectories [55]. This procedure is proposed as a general method to study the
influence of recurrent chaotic orbits of any given phase space.

In that sense, it is worth remarking that this is an additional original analysis suit-
able for general Hamiltonian systems; Contribution presented at Finite-time recurrence
analysis of chaotic trajectories in Hamiltonian systems by Matheus S. Palmero, Iberê L.
Caldas, Igor M. Sokolov, Chaos 32, 113144, published in November 2022 [75].

5.1 Recurrence analysis

Before presenting our numerical observations from this method, it is important to
review a few definitions regarding recurrences. It is common to define recurrence if at
time tj, a given trajectory x(tj) ≈ x(ti), with (ti < tj) i. e. returns into the dynamical
neighbourhood of a previous state. Considering a threshold distance ε, it is possible to
write a binary Recurrence Matrix (RM), composed by the elements Ri,j defined as

Ri,j(ε) =

{
1, if ∥x(ti)− x(tj)∥ < ε

0, otherwise
, (5.1)

55
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where ∥ · ∥ is a suitable norm. Every entry of 1 in the RM represents a recurrence of
the analysed trajectory, meaning that x(ti) and x(tj) are dynamically ε−near to each
other. Since we focus on a finite-time recurrence analysis, it is worth remarking that
0 < ti < tj ≤ N , where N is the trajectory’s maximum iteration time. In that regard,
RM is size (N ×N).

The visual representation of the RM is known as the Recurrence Plot (RP). Usually,
the RP depicts every null entry of the RM by a white pixel and the 1s entries by coloured
pixels. The RPs can be very different, displaying particular recurrence patterns based on
the evolved trajectory, which is inherently determined by its IC in deterministic systems.
In addition, one RP may portray different dynamical behaviours for a given trajectory
while evolving up to N . For instance, a chaotic orbit initiated near periodic regions can
produce similar recurrence patterns to a quasi-periodic motion. However, after a sufficient
iterated time, this same trajectory can escape towards other chaotic regions of the phase
space, producing patterns related to pure chaotic motion. In this case, the RP would show
us different recurrence patterns for distinct time windows until the dynamical evolution
ends at the maximum iteration time.

Once the RP of a trajectory of interest is computed, many different measures can
quantify and differentiate several aspects between different RPs. These are called Recur-
rence Quantification Analysis (RQA) [76, 77]. The simplest one is the Recurrence Rate
(RR), which provides the percentage of recurrence points as follows

RR =
1

N2

N∑
i,j=1

Rij , (5.2)

Figure 5.1: (a) Normalised phase space of the BM with k = 0.6, along with four different
trajectories in colours; (b) RPs with threshold distance ε = 0.01 of the selected four trajectories
evolved until N = 1500 iterations.
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note that RR = RR(N), i. e. the recurrence rate depends on the maximum iteration
time considered for the evolution of the given trajectory.

As initial general examples of RPs, and their respective computed values of RR, Figs.
5.1 and 5.2 display, on the left panel, the characteristic normalised phase spaces for both
BM and UM, along with four different trajectories and, on the right panels, their respective
RPs. The normalised phase spaces (ξ̄, ψ̄) or (x̄, ȳ) were constructed considering only the
regions of interest for both models: ξ ∈ [−0.002, 0.002], ψ ∈ [0.996, 1.0] and x ∈ [0, 1],
y ∈ [0.0, 0.4]. In that regard, recurrences are computed accordingly to the threshold
distance ε only if a trajectory is within these regions.

Figure 5.2: (a) Normalised phase space of the UM with δB = 1.5%, along with four different
trajectories in colours. (b) RPs with threshold distance ε = 0.05 of the selected four trajectories
evolved until N = 1500 iterations.

All four right panels in both Figs. 5.1 and 5.2 depict distinct dynamical behaviours
found in their phase spaces. Particularly for the BM, both upper panels of Fig. 5.1 (b)
show characteristic RPs of pure periodic motion, where orbits depicted in green and blue
were placed inside KAM islands embedded within the chaotic separatrix. Orbits in violet
and red, however, were selected in chaotic regions between the periodic islands, displaying
chaotic RPs marked by different recurrence patterns throughout their evolution.

Analogously, RPs displayed in Fig. 5.2 (b) show periodic and chaotic behaviours for
the UM. Initially in green, we see pure periodic motion from an orbit inside of a period 7
KAM islands. In blue, however, we observe a trajectory placed over an invariant spanning
curve, where a different periodic motion is depicted by long diagonal lines wrapped in an
oscillatory pattern. In violet, we see distinct patterns produced by a chaotic orbit between
the period 7 chain of islands. Furthermore, the last panel of Fig. 5.2 exhibits complex
patterns associated with a quasi-periodic behaviour of a chaotic orbit, depicted in red, in
a vicinity between many small islands.
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Although visually pleasing, recurrence patterns of pure periodic trajectories do not
improve our understanding of stickiness, being a phenomenon experienced only by chaotic
orbits. In that sense, the upcoming analysis is focused solely on chaotic trajectories and,
due to the fundamental nature of the stickiness, as a rare trapped quasi-periodic motion
eventually experienced by chaotic orbits, the RR is a suitable measure [78] that can
distinguish purely chaotic dynamics from orbits that, indeed, experience stickiness in the
considered time-frame.

5.2 Numerical observations

The analysis proposed here is heavily based on numerical simulations. Essentially, the
numerical method to detect stickiness in general planar non-linear symplectic maps via
recurrences requires the following steps:

1st. A well-defined mixed phase space in which is possible to determine coordinates of
the chaotic sea or at least a portion of the chaotic region;

2nd. Knowing the coordinates of ICs x0 that provide chaotic trajectories, is possible to
define an ensemble E of M ICs around some particular chaotic region of the phase
space;

3rd. Evolving all M trajectories until a given N maximum number of iterations of the
dynamical equations, it is possible to compute the respective RR(x0) for all trajec-
tories, considering also a given value for the recurrence threshold distance ε;

4th. Once computed the RR for each trajectory in E, it can be plotted as a function of
x0. This forms a distribution of RR over all ICs and can be analysed by changing
the ICs’ positions in both x and y axis;

5th. Identifying peaks1 at the aforementioned distributions is equivalent to pinpoint the
ICs’ coordinates xS

0 of highly recurrent trajectories, good candidates for the ones
that experience stickiness;

6th. Finally, all special xS
0 can be evolved once again and plotted along with the cor-

responding phase space. Since they are sticky trajectories, regions around KAM
islands will be highlighted, indicating that, indeed, they experienced stickiness in
their finite-time evolution.

1For that, one can calculate the average ⟨RR⟩ over the ensemble E along with its standard deviation
σ and perform a 3-σ detection; If a trajectory from E presents a RR(x0) > ⟨RR⟩+ 3σ, then x0 = xS

0 i.
e. an IC that, when evolved, will produce a highly recurrent trajectory.
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In the upcoming subsections, we employ the method considering both the BM and
UM. Consistently with previous results, the perturbations’ strengths for the two models
were selected by the escape analysis performed in Chapter 3, Sec. 3.3.

Single-null divertor map

First, for the BM we selected an ensemble E formed by M = 4.9× 107 ICs uniformly
distributed2 between ξE

0 ∈ [ξu−10−10, ξu+10−10] and ψE
0 ∈ [ψu−10−10, ψu+10−10], where

(ξu, ψu) = (0.00066855, 0.99774007) are the coordinates of the first UPO found within the
chaotic portion of the phase space for k = k−. The first panel of Fig. 5.3 depicts the
ensemble position by the green square in the phase space, along with some trajectories
from E evolved up to N = 104 iterations. The colour axis shows the iteration time of
these trajectories.

Figure 5.3: Phase space of the BM (grey on the background), along with 500 trajectories from
the ensemble E depicted by the green square (out of scale). The colour axis shows the iteration
time of the evolved trajectories up to 104 iterations.

Considering the phase space k = k+, an analogous ensemble was placed again in the
closest vicinity of the first UPO found within the chaotic separatrix; ξE

0 ∈ [ξu−10−10, ξu+

10−10 and ψE
0 ∈ [ψu − 10−10, ψu + 10−10], with (ξu, ψu) = (0.00000001, 0.99698287). It is

possible to note on the second panel of Fig. 5.3 that the ensemble is located in a lower
region when compared to the phase space of k−. This is expected since the chaotic region
of the separatrix expands while increasing the perturbation strength k, making other lower
regions accessible by chaotic trajectories.

It is worth mentioning that, in practice, comparing the behaviour of trajectories from
ensembles of ICs for different phase space configurations is a meticulous task. In that
sense, both ensembles defined above were constructed considering the same number of

2A technical observation regarding the total number of ICs is in order: It is actually M = mx ×my,
with mx = my = 7 × 103 ICs; In that sense, the actual coordinates of the ICs are calculated over the
intervals ξ0 ∈ [ξmin

0 , ξmax
0 ]/mx and ψ0 ∈ [ψmin

0 , ψmax
0 ]/my.
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ICs M , placed within small squares with the same width and height, centred around the
computed coordinates (up to 10−8 numerical precision) of the first UPO found in their
respective phase spaces. For k = k−, it was found a period 29 UPO and, for k = k+

a period 55 UPO. The UPOs’ close vicinity is a convenient location because it warrants
only chaotic orbits.

Once the ensembles are well-defined, it is possible to finally begin the recurrence anal-
ysis considering all M = 4.9×107 ICs, evolved until N = 104 iterations and the recurrence
threshold distance ε = 0.01. Figure 5.4 presents the first results of the computed RR for
all trajectories in the ensembles.

Figure 5.4: RR distributions as a function of the ICs for the BM. In (a) ψ0 = ψu is fixed,
varying ξ0 between the defined interval for both k− (upper panel) and k+ (lower panel). In (b)
ξ0 = ξu is fixed, varying ψ0 in the defined interval for k− and k+. Their corresponding values of
⟨RR⟩, the upper limit ⟨RR⟩+ 3σ depicted by the red line and the count of peaks are displayed
in all panels.

Since the defined ICs were placed on intervals in both axis, Fig. 5.4(a) and (b) separates
the analysis fixing ψ0 and ξ0 respectively and varying the other coordinate within the
ensemble’s size. We define relative distances ∆ξ0 and ∆ψ0, taking as a reference the
coordinates of their corresponding UPOs (ξu, ψu), as ∆(ξ0, ψ0) = [(ξE

0 , ψ
E
0 ) − (ξu, ψu)] ×

1010. Then, the upper and lower panels of Fig. 5.4 (a) show the recurrence rate distribution
over the interval of ICs on ξ for k− and k+ respectively. Analogously the panels of Fig.
5.4 (b) display the same distributions now over the interval of ICs on ψ.

By defining an upper limit, calculated by ⟨RR⟩+ 3σ i. e. the average recurrence rate
over the ensemble of ICs plus three times the standard deviation of the average, it is
possible to figure out via a 3σ detection how many peaks are in the distributions. A peak
is associated with a specific value of IC that provides a highly recurrent trajectory.
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The foremost important outcome of Fig. 5.4 is the difference between the number of
peaks for k− and k+. It was established that k− is the value of the perturbation strength
that gives a phase space configuration which restrains escape orbits. In that regard, it is
reasonable to expect that this phase space configuration would present many trajectories
that experience stickiness and, due to this trapping time, they might not escape the
system until the considered evolution time. The opposite is to be expected for k+, being
associated with a phase space configuration that enhances escaping trajectories. All four
distributions shown in Fig. 5.4 and their respective peak counts notably agree with these
expectations.

Figure 5.5: (a) R̃R distribution as a function of all M = 4.9× 107 ICs evolved until N = 104

iterations of the BM, considering k = k− and the threshold distance ε = 0.01. The IC (ξh0 , ψ
h
0 )

with the highest RR is marked by the dashed circle; (b) 305 trajectories evolved from all (ξS0 , ψS
0 )

determined from the 3σ limit in (a). The position of the ensemble is depicted by the green square
(out of scale) and the inset shows the amplified region inside the black square.

Furthermore, Fig. 5.5 (a) combine prior recurrence analyses for k− on both intervals
into one considering R̃R as a function of ∆IC, where we define R̃R = RR − ⟨RR⟩ as
the corrected RR in respect to its ensemble average, and ∆IC = ∆ξ0 + ∆ψ0 as the
combined intervals for the ICs. The upper limit is depicted by the red line at 3σ since
the R̃R distribution is null at ⟨RR⟩ by construction. All ICs that, when evolved up to
N iterations, produce trajectories with computed RR larger than the upper limit are
suitable candidates to present stickiness, so we label these ICs as (ξS0 , ψ

S
0 ).

Essentially, the analysis of the RR distribution over the ICs provides a subset S of
the ensemble E, composed solely of ICs that, when evolved, will produce highly recurrent
trajectories. For the case of k = k− the subset S is formed by 305 ICs and their evolution
is shown in Fig. 5.5 (b). We readily note that their evolution is rather different from
what was observed in the first panel of Fig. 5.3. These 305 trajectories do not visit the
upper regions of the chaotic separatrix, being dynamically trapped in the chaotic area
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Figure 5.6: (a) R̃R distribution as a function of all M = 4.9× 107 ICs evolved until N = 104

iterations of the BM, considering k = k+ and the threshold distance ε = 0.01. (b) 60 trajectories
evolved from all (ξS0 , ψS

0 ) determined in (a). The position of the ensemble is depicted by the green
square (out of scale) and the inset shows the amplified region inside the black square.

between the period 29 chain of islands and yet, finishing their evolution by visiting the
neighbourhood of all embedded periodic islands. By this numerical observation, these are
indeed trajectories that experience stickiness phenomena.

In the same direction, Fig. 5.6 (a) presents the results of the distribution R̃R×∆IC

considering k = k+, where the subset S is roughly three times smaller than the previous
analysis, composed of 60 ICs. Nevertheless, the evolution of these special trajectories is
shown in Fig. 5.6 (b).

The evolution of the subset S displayed in Fig. 5.6 (b) also reflects that different from

Figure 5.7: (a) RP with ε = 0.01 for the trajectory started from (ξh0 , ψ
h
0 ). The insets show

amplifications of their respective regions in the black squares. Both axes are set in the same colour
gradient of the trajectory’s evolution; (b) Phase space for k = k− (grey on the background) along
with the same orbit. The inset shows the region around the small periodic island.
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what was observed in the second panel of Fig. 5.3, the trajectories stay in the initial chaotic
surroundings, never visiting upper regions of the phase space. The inset reveals that these
60 orbits are trapped around many small periodic structures, indicating stickiness once
more.

The final numerical observation for the BM is shown in Fig. 5.7, where we evolve the
IC (ξh0 , ψ

h
0 ) with the highest RR from the distribution in Fig. 5.5 (a) and we display its

RP considering the same N = 104 and ε = 0.01 established throughout the analysis.
The strong quasi-periodic is evident in the RP displayed in Fig. 5.7 (a). The first inset
shows the initial one-thousand iterations, where a chaotic transient-like evolution can be
clearly observed before the strong stickiness region. The last inset highlights the periodic
patterns within the final five-hundred iterations. While compared to Fig. 5.7 (b), we
observe the exact place in which the orbit gets trapped. The inset shows more clearly
this fine chaotic vicinity around the periodic island.

Ergodic magnetic limiter map

As the recurrence-based detection approach proved to be effective in identifying stick-
iness for the BM, we employ a similar analysis for the UM. An ensemble E formed by
M = 2.5× 107 ICs is uniformly distributed between small intervals in both x and y-axis;
xE
0 ∈ [xu−10−10, xu+10−10] and yE

0 ∈ [yu−10−10, yu+10−10], where (xu, yu) are the coor-
dinates of the period 7 UPO found in the upper chaotic area of the phase space. Unlikely
the BM, the phase space of the UM is more robust to changes in the control parameter of
the map, given by the relative perturbation of the magnetic field δB, making it easier to
find a suitable location for positioning E while considering the two different configurations
δB− and δB+.

Figure 5.8: Phase space of the UM (grey on the background), along with 250 trajectories from
the ensemble E depicted by the green square (out of scale). The colour axis shows the iteration
time of the evolved trajectories up to 104 iterations.
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Figure 5.8 show the position of the ensembles, depicted by the green squares, in the
phase space for δB− in the first panel, and for δB+ in the second; E is centred at (xu, yu) =
(0.420363188, 0.321734626) for δB− and at (xu, yu) = (0.420594827, 0.321787496) for δB+.
Along with their phase spaces, we display the evolution of 250 ICs from E up to N = 104

iterations. The colour axis depicts the iteration time.
Now that the ensembles are well-defined and Fig. 5.8 shows their typical evolution,

we analyse all M = 2.5 × 107 ICs, evolved until N = 104 iterations, considering the
recurrence threshold distance ε = 0.005 to compute their corresponding RR. We present
in Fig. 5.4 the results for the RR distribution over x0 and y0 intervals separately and the
two configurations δB− and δB+ of the UM.

Figure 5.9: RR distributions as a function of the ICs for the UM. In (a) y0 = yu is fixed,
varying x0 between the defined interval for both δB− (upper panel) and δB+ (lower panel). In
(b) x0 = xu is fixed, varying y0 in the defined interval for δB− and δB+. Their corresponding
values of ⟨RR⟩, the upper limit ⟨RR⟩+2.5σ depicted by the red line and the count of peaks are
displayed in all panels.

In order to further investigate the adaptability of our method, we consider now a
different value of the recurrence threshold distance ε = 0.005, set for all analyses of the
UM and, we performed a 2.5σ detection to pinpoint special initial conditions for stickiness
in the UM.

Figure 5.9 shows that although the number of peaks for the configuration δB− is
higher than for δB+ in both x and y distributions, the difference is not as high as for
k− and k+ previously shown in Fig. 5.4 for the BM. Nevertheless, the relatively high
number of peaks for the configuration δB+ indicates that we will find strong stickiness in
the corresponding phase space as well.

From both upper panels of 5.9 we found 307 ICs that compose a special subset S of
our initial ensemble E. These special ICs are labelled (xS0 , y

S
0 ) in Fig. 5.10 (a), where we
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Figure 5.10: (a) R̃R distribution as a function of all ICs evolved until N = 104 iterations of the
UM, considering δB− and the threshold distance ε = 0.005; (b) 307 trajectories evolved from all
(xS0 , y

S) determined from the 2.5σ detection in (a). The position of the ensemble is depicted by
the green square (out of scale).

combine previous distributions on both intervals into one while considering the aforemen-
tioned corrected R̃R recurrence rate. In Fig. 5.10 (b) we display the evolution of (xS0 , yS0 )
in the corresponding phase space configuration δB−, where the colour gradient from the
number of iterations reveals that most of these special trajectories spend an expressive
amount of time around the KAM islands embedded in this upper region of the phase
space. It is worth noting the differences between the typical evolution for ensemble E
shown in the first panel of Fig. 5.8 and the evolution for the subset S now displayed in
Fig. 5.10 (b).

Figure 5.11: (a) R̃R distribution as a function of all ICs evolved until N = 104 iterations of
the UM, considering δB+ and the threshold distance ε = 0.005. The IC (xh0 , y

h
0 ) with the highest

RR is marked by the dashed circle; (b) 228 trajectories evolved from all (xS0 , yS) from the 2.5σ
detection in (a). The position of the ensemble is depicted by the green square (out of scale).
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Moreover, Fig. 5.11 shows the same results now considering the configuration δB+.
The 2.5-σ detection in (a) selects 228 ICs, now labelled (xS0 , y

S), that are evolved up to
104 iterations in panel (b). Additionally, Fig. 5.11 (a) highlights a special IC (xh0 , y

h
0 )

that presents a computed RR ≈ 3.6% about forty times the average over the ensemble
⟨RR⟩ = 0.09%, meaning that an orbit started from (xh0 , y

h
0 ) is an extremely recurrent

chaotic trajectory that will be further inspected in Fig. 5.12.
The phase space with the sub-ensemble’s S evolution depicted in Fig. 5.11 (b) is again

marked by trajectories that spend much time around periodic structures, all highlighted
by the yellow points, indicating stickiness phenomena. Furthermore, it is interesting to
note a pronounced separation between the upper region, mostly in purple-like colours, and
the lower region in red/yellow. This separation is often associated with strong transport
barriers found in phase spaces of general non-linear symplectic maps [71], which once
analysed from the magnetic confinement point of view, have important implications for
tokamaks and plasma-wall interactions [42, 43].

Finally, Fig. 5.12 presents the final numerical observation from the recurrence-based
detection approach for the UM. Analogous to what was presented for the BM in Fig. 5.7,
the RP related to the special IC (xS0 , y

S) is shown in panel (a), along with its evolution
on the phase space for δB+ in panel (b).

Figure 5.12: (a) RP with ε = 0.005 for the trajectory started from (xh0 , y
h
0 ). The insets show

amplifications of their respective regions in the black squares. Both axes are set in the same colour
gradient of the trajectory’s evolution; (b) Phase space for δB = δB+ (grey on the background)
along with the same orbit. The inset shows the region around the small periodic island.

The RP in Fig. 5.12 (a) was constructed considering the same recurrence distance
threshold ε = 0.005 and the maximum number of iterations N = 104 established in all
analyses for the UM. The strong quasi-periodic is once more evident, along with the
chaotic transient-like region observed in the first thousand iterations, highlighted in the
initial inset. After this transient time, the stickiness region dominates the entire RP and,
in the final inset, we depict the periodic patterns for the last five-hundred iterations. In
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Fig. 5.12 (b) we observe the behaviour of the same trajectory on the phase space, where
the trapping region is highlighted in yellow. The inset shows more clearly the narrow
chaotic vicinity around the island.





Chapter 6

Conclusions

In this research, we investigated aspects of chaotic transport in mixed phase spaces
of two symplectic maps that model the magnetic field lines of tokamaks under different
magnetic configurations; The single-null divertor map, or Boozer map, models the field
lines of tokamaks with poloidal divertors and; The ergodic magnetic limiter map, or
Ullmann map, that models the magnetic configuration of tokamaks assembled with ergodic
magnetic limiters.

Our numerical investigation initially relies on an escape analysis that determines values
for the models’ perturbation strengths which produces configurations that either enhance
or restrict escaping magnetic field lines. Once these values are determined, we employ two
original numerical methods to analyse the mixed phase spaces, comparing and illustrating
differences between the general behaviour of open field lines in these systems with distinct
magnetic configurations.

The first phase space analysis, based on a practical numerical method that visually
illustrates distinct transient behaviour of escaping field lines, shows how the spatial organ-
isation of relevant invariant manifolds can be linked to the average dynamical evolution
considering the selected magnetic configurations on both models. For configurations that
enhance the escape, the computed invariant manifolds present much more erratic and
intertwined, creating notable transport channels that are absent when compared to the
behaviour of the manifolds for configurations that restrict escaping field lines. These re-
sults suggest that the manifolds’ complex organisation may construct suitable transport
channels that can exhaust unwanted particles from the plasma edge in a controlled man-
ner, preventing the thermal load in locations at the inner wall that are not prepared for
extracting the high heat flux from the plasma.

For the second analysis, it was proposed a recurrence-based approach proved to be suit-
able for identifying trajectories that widely differs from the average chaotic behaviour,
specifically detecting the stickiness phenomena in mixed phase spaces. The numerical
observations compared the presence of sticky trajectories between the magnetic config-
urations in both models. Based on these investigations, it is possible to infer that the

69
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stickiness is relatively more noticeable on configurations that restrict escaping field lines.
This result has important implications while considering that, due to the configuration
of the magnetic field lines, escaping particles from the plasma may access additional con-
finement regions in the nearest surroundings of magnetic islands in the plasma edge.

The two selected phase space analyses explore detailed features of the behaviour of
open field lines, modelled via chaotic trajectories that either experience stickiness, or
are constantly influenced by underlying invariant manifolds present in the mixed phase
spaces of the models. These two aspects are inherently connected to transport and diffu-
sion properties that change depending on the magnetic configuration of interest. These
analyses may, ultimately, improve our understanding of the general behaviour of magnetic
field lines that confines fusion plasma in tokamaks.

Perspectives

As briefly mentioned in previous chapters, there are a few points, raised during spe-
cific discussions throughout the text, that would be interesting to pursue in upcoming
opportunities.

First, regarding the analysis of the escape rate, while varying the control parameter,
we established a suitable methodology to identify specific values of interest for the control
parameter of any system with escaping trajectories. In that sense, it would be possible
to apply this methodology in other systems with escape, especially in billiard systems.

Still related to the escape analysis, it would be interesting to further investigate and
understand the mechanisms behind the behaviour of the escape rate as a function of the
parameter. Figure 3.8 displays unexpected behaviours for both the BM and the UM,
and deeper knowledge regarding what is happening to the dynamics while varying the
parameters could be useful for further interpretations.

Concerning the transient motion investigated in Chapter 4, an approach to explicitly
quantify the relation between the mean transient behaviour, specifically the preferable
paths taken by the escaping trajectories, and the spatial organisation of the invariant
manifolds, associated with relevant UPOs in their respective phase spaces, would provide
further support to our numerical observations.

Finally, in regards to the stickiness phenomena, the recurrence-based detection dis-
cussed in Chapter 5 is a general approach for near-integrable Hamiltonian systems. In
that sense, now that it is possible to identify trajectories that would always experience
stickiness in their finite time evolution, it would be suitable to study other open ques-
tions related to stickiness, mainly why, when and for how long chaotic trajectories might
experience the stickiness phenomena.



Appendix

Scientific production

This appendix is devoted to a compilation of our scientific production during this
period of research. We present and briefly discuss the developed manuscripts and the
open-source code that resulted from our numerical investigations.

Manuscripts

During the PhD it was developed six manuscripts, five of them were published and
one is currently submitted for publication. The first three are related to parallel projects,
and the next three are linked to the results presented in this thesis.

1st. Diffusion entropy analysis in billiard systems. Gabriel I. Díaz, Matheus S. Palmero,
Iberê L. Caldas e Edson D. Leonel. Phys. Rev. E 100, 042207. Published in October
2019;

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevE.100.042207
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In this work, we developed a numerical method for calculating the diffusion exponent of
chaotic trajectories in the mixed phase space of near-integrable Hamiltonian systems.
We apply the method to both the standard map and the ovoid billiard. The calculation
of the diffusion exponent for different regions of the phase space is based on the Shannon
entropy.

2nd. Tilted-hat mushroom billiards: web-like hierarchical mixed phase space. Diogo R. da
Costa, Matheus S Palmero, José A. Méndez-Bermúdez, Kelly C. Iarosz, José D. Szezech
Jr. e Antonio M. Batista. Communications in Nonlinear Science and Numerical Sim-
ulation 91, 105440. Published in December 2020;

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cnsns.2020.105440

In this work, we introduced a novel version of the mushroom billiard, namely tilted-
hat mushroom billiard. We show that tilting the hat of the billiard produces a highly
non-trivial (i.e. non-KAM) mixed phase space. Moreover, for small tilting, the phase
space of the model shows a web-like hierarchical structure.

3rd. Sub-diffusive behavior in the Standard Map. Matheus S. Palmero, Gabriel I. Díaz,
Iberê L. Caldas e Igor M. Sokolov. The European Physical Journal Special Topics
(EPJ-Special Topics) 230, 2765-2773. Published in June 2021;

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cnsns.2020.105440
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https://doi.org/10.1140/epjs/s11734-021-00165-2

In this work, we investigated a sub-diffusive behavior in the Chirikov standard map. We
show that trajectories started from special ICs, close to UPOs, exhibit sub-diffusion
due to stickiness, being described by CTRW model. Additionally, we numerically
approximate a Perron–Frobenius-like operator, allowing us to calculate the anomalous
diffusion exponent and compare to the solution of the fractional diffusion equation.

4th. Measure, dimension, and complexity of the transient motion in Hamiltonian systems.
Vitor M. de Oliveira, Matheus S. Palmero, Iberê L. Caldas. Physica D 431, 133126.
Published in March 2022;

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physd.2021.133126

https://doi.org/10.1140/epjs/s11734-021-00165-2
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.physd.2021.133126
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In this work, we proposed a numerical method to visually illustrate and quantify the
transient motion in Hamiltonian systems based on the transient measure, a finite-time
version of the natural measure. We apply this method to two systems: the single-null
divertor tokamak, described by a symplectic map; and the Earth-Moon system, as
modelled by the planar circular restricted three-body problem. Our results portray
how different locations for the ensemble of initial conditions may lead to different
dynamical scenarios.

5th. Finite-time recurrence analysis of chaotic trajectories in Hamiltonian systems. Matheus
S. Palmero, Iberê L. Caldas, Igor M. Sokolov. Chaos 32, 113144. Published in Novem-
ber 2022;

https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0102424

In this work, we showed that recurrence analysis of different chaotic trajectories in
Hamiltonian systems provides useful prior knowledge of their dynamical behaviour.
By defining an ensemble of initial conditions, evolving them until a given maximum
iteration time and computing the recurrence rate of each orbit, it is possible to find
particular trajectories that widely differ from the average behaviour. We analysed
three different non-linear maps and detect the stickiness phenomena.

6th. Confining and escaping magnetic field lines in Tokamaks: Analysis via symplectic
maps. Matheus S. Palmero, Iberê L. Caldas. Submitted to Fundamental Plasma
Physics;

https://doi.org/10.1063/5.0102424
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https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.13810

In this work, we compiled our numerical investigations on the key features of mixed
phase spaces, which model the configuration of magnetic field lines in tokamaks under
two different perturbation regimes. The first approach involves recurrence analysis of
ensembles of chaotic trajectories to detect stickiness, while the second approach focuses
on the transient dynamical behaviour of open field lines before they escape. These two
methods provide insights into the influence of stickiness and invariant manifolds on the
evolution of chaotic trajectories.

Open source code

The computer program that we developed for our numerical simulations was written
in C programming language. Its code is fully available at the Oscillations Control Group
Wiki page (http://yorke.if.usp.br/OscilControlWiki/index.php/Main_Page) and
also at Github (https://github.com/m-palmero/).

https://arxiv.org/abs/2304.13810
http://yorke.if.usp.br/OscilControlWiki/index.php/Main_Page
https://github.com/m-palmero/
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